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PREFACE 

Tht Hasting on Industrial Investment Promotion Ssrvicss 

•ponaorsd by the United Nations Industrial Development Organization 

was held at  it8 headquarters  in Vienna from 23-26 September I968. 

The Meeting was called primarily  to provide constructive 

criticism and guidance to UNIDO on its newly developed  micro 

approach to  the problem of transfer of capital and know-how from 

industrialized countries to developing ones.    The essence of this 

micro approach is the organization of the  transfer of capital and 

know-how on the basis of specific industrial projects.    This 

approach is explained at  length in the introduction. 

Apart from this central objective,   the Meeting provided a 

basis for discussion of general   issues on machinery and techniques 

for industrial  investment promotion in developing countries      It 

was also designed  to enable  participants  to express their views on 

the advisability of UNIDO establishing a portfolio of project 

reports for the benefit of prospective  sources of  investment and/or 

financing.    Finally,   the Meeting provided a forum for the expression 

of views on the role that UNIDO could play  in the field of industrial 
investment promotion. 

A notable feature of the Meeting was the organization of private 

and confidential ad hoc meetings among the proponents of specific 

industrial projects from developing countries and prospective suppliers 

of capital and know-how for the purpose of beginning discussions and 

negotiations on a specific project or projects.    Such meetings were set 

up at the request either of a proponent of specific projects from a 

developing country,or a prospective supplier of capital and know-how 
on an ad-hoc basis. 

The meeting was attended by participants from nineteen developing 

countries and  thirty-four capital-exporting countries.    The latter 

included participants from countries with private enterprise economies 
and those with centrally planned economies. 

In addition,  the meeting was attended by representatives from the 

United Nations headquarters and of other international agencies interested 

in stimulating the flow of capital and know-how from industrialized 

countries to developing ones. 
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It was chaired by Mr. Roberto Heurtée» tte, C©-A*»inittrator of 

the UfDP.    Mr. Edgardo L. Tordeeilla« of the Philippin«, and Mr. p,r 

Bo»»n, Joint General Manager of the Sveneka Handel«banken, wer« 

elected Vice-chairmen of the meeting. 

The meeting was inaugurated by Mr.  P.  Le Ouay, Director,  Divieto« 

for Industrial Policies and Programming. 

...fT?%    -fe-l'  *|% #•* 
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»ÜT i.   tayowr MD coHciosfffirai 

I.    Introduction 

To accelerate the rate of industrial development in developing 

eewntrles, an ever-increasing flow of external resources and know- 

how in their industria   is required.     However,  the fact   is that the 

eurrant flow of external  resources and know-i ow in their industritt 

is inadequate compared to their needs, and compared to what foreign 

investors (public or private)  are capable of providing. 

One of the principal reasons for this discrepancy  is the lack 

of facilities and programmes for the active and systematic promotion 

of resources,  i.e.   identification and preparation of economically 

worthwhile and commercially attractive project« (in line with planning- 

priorities), and the location of competent foreign enterprises, and 

whara needed, of supplementary sources of financing for their »ff*otivs 
implementation.^/ 

The united Nations General Assembly is also conscious of the nesd 

for furthsr efforts to close the cap between the need of developing 

countries for external resources and th« volume of aotuml flow,    fy 

it» rasoiition 2152 (XXI),  it assigned the United Mations  Industrial 

Dovalopm*nt Organization  the function, among others, of supplying 

"»••i«tapce ** th« request of Governments of developing countries in 

obtaining sxternal   financing for specific industrial projects by 

giving guidance on the preparation of requests,  by providing 

information on the terms and conditions of the various financing 

agencies, and by advising the financing agencies on the  teohnioal and 

eoonomic soundness of the projects submitted for financing". 

To tackle the underlying problem in the spirit of this mandate, 

WIDO has developed a programme for the promotion of the flow of 

external resources and know-how in the industries of developing 

oowitries.    The programme is called the Industrial Investment Promotion 

The meeting on Industrial Investment Promotion Services was callad 

sjr WIDO to test the soundness of tha programme, and to obtain vir*s 

of taa participants for its further refinement. 

1/    United Rations:    Foreign Investment in Developing Countries 
(Sales Mo.  «¡.68.11.Ü.2),  p.l. 
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fll.   Iiiduatrial Inwotment Pronation Program*» 

The industrial   investment promotion programme consists ofi 

(1) assisting developing countries in establishing or improving 

appropriate institutions for the promotion and financing of 

industrial   investment; 

(2) training of nationals in techniques used in the promotion 

of industrial  investment; 

(3) providing investment promotion advisers; and 

(4) assisting developing countries in promoting specific 

industrial  projects. 

The provision of assistance to developing countries in 

institutioaal,   training, and advisory fields has been a feature of 

the IM programme of technical assistance since its inception, and is 

therefore generally well known.     It  is not necessary to elaborate 

on these features  in  this part of the report;  they are explained in 

detail in Annex  (vii). 

However,  rendering of assistance in promotion of specific projects 

la a technique at an early stage of development.  Therefore,   it would be 

helpful to elaborate  the concept behind  it, and the practice of it, a 

little further. 

Assistance  in the Promotion of Specific Industrial Projects 

The raison d'fetre of such assistance is the premise that there 

exist  in a number  of developing countries  industrial  projects  that are 

•table economically,   financially and technically,  but   in order to 

transform them in'.o operating enterprises, adequate promotion is 

needed to interest  foreign sources of investment or financing in them. 

UNIDO*s programme is designed to assist developing countries 

provide such promotional effort.    The purpose of the whole axercisa is 

to facilitate the transfer of capital and technology from developed 

countries to developing countries on the basis of specific industrial 

projects. 
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To conform to the policy of a developing country on the 

inportation of capital and technology, and the type of assistance desired 
by it, three types of promotion can be considered: 

(a)    The first  type  is promotion in the form of a credit,   whether a 

long-term loan or other financing facilities such as export 

credit.     This  type of promotion provides external  financing for 

locally-owned industrial projects,  whether private or public. 

(b) The second type of promotion is  to develop a  joint venture 

enterprise which associates domestic capital with foreign 

capital.     This  formula is often preferred by countries whose 

need for foreign know-how - whether technical,  managerial or 

marketing - is greater than their need for external financing. 

(c) The third type is the promotion of direct foreign investment 

which would result in foreign ownership of industrial assets 
in a developing country. 

Promotion at the level of the project,  regardless of the typ«, 
consists of: 

(a) Collection of all the information available on a specific 
industrial project. 

(b) Scrutinization of the information available on individual 

specific projects, and preparation from it on each of the 

projects standardised brief reports,  containing information 

adequate enough to enable a prospective investor and/or 

financier to take a decision in principle of his interest in 
a specific project. 

(c) Location of appropriate sources of investment and/or financing, 

submission of the selected projects to them, and stimulation of 
their interest. 

(d) Assistance in the stimulation of a dialogue between two 

interested parties,  nurturing it, and orientating it toward8 a 

positive result based on a balanced reciprocity of interest. 
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Hit    The Objectives and Organization of the Meeting m, 
Industrial Investment Promotion Services—^~~" 

A brief restatement of the objectives sought to be attained 

through the meeting,  and a description of its organization would 

put  in a proper perspective  the proceedings of the plenary sessions 
of the meeting.    Therefore they are explained in this chapter. 

(*)    Objectives 

The meeting was called to serve a number of objectives. 

Foremost among them was to enable UNIDO to test,  expound and 

develop its approach to the question of assisting developing 

countries in the promotion of specific industrial projects. 

At the same time the meeting was to provide a forum for 

developing contacts,and stimulating a dialogue between 

promoters of industrial projects in developing countries, and 

investors and financiers from industrialized countries,for 

furthering co-operation among them in the field of industrial 

investment promotion.    The dialogue was to be centred on 

specific proposals emanating from either developed or 

developing countries for the promotion of external investment 

or financing at the  level of a single industrial project or a 
group of projects. 

Apart from this central objective,   the meeting was to provide 

a forum for discussion of general   issues of machinery and 

techniques for industrial investment promotion in developing 

countries.    It was also designed to enable participants to 

express their views on the advisability of UNIDO establishing 

a portfolio of project reports for the benefit of prospective 

sources of investment and/or financing.    Finally,   the meeting 

was also to provide a forum to elicit the views of the 

participants on the role that UNIDO can play in the field of 
industrial investment promotion. 

(b)    Organization 

(i)     Invitations 

The above-mentioned objectives determined the organisation 

of the meeting in general,  including the selection of the 

participants and the plan of the meeting. 

(ii)    Selection of Participants 

The basic criterion used in the selection of the 
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participants was the role that they played or oould play 

in the transfer of capital and know-how from developed 

countries to developing countries,  especially at the level 

of specific projects.    Other criteria used were: 

• the status of investment promotion machinery in a 
developing country 

» the extent of interest in a developing country in 

establishing or improving its  investment promotion 
raachinery 

the availability of specific industrial projects in a 
country 

interest  in investing in developing countries 

interest in fostering investment in developing countries, 

(iii)    Participants 

The following developing countries sent delegates to the 

meeting:    Argentina,  Brazil, Ethiopia,  Ghana,   India,  Iran, 

Israel,  Ivory Coast, Kenya, Malaysia,  Malta,  Nigeria, 

Pakistan,  Philippines,  Senegal,   Singapore,   Sudan,  Thailand, 
TuniBia. 

The participants from capital-exporting countries,   including 

both private enterprise and centrally planned economies, 

represented individual specialised institutions.    These 

institutions themselves could be sources of investment and/or 

financing,  or could be of help in locating prospective 

sources of investment and/or financing and know-how in their 
respective countries. 

In addition,   there were representatives from international 

agencies interested in fostering the flow of investment of 

oapital and know-how in developing countries.    The 

international agencies represented at the meeting were: 

The World Bank Group of International Financial 

Institutions;  the United Nations Development Programme, 

Coiamission of European Communities, and Business and 

Advisory Committee to the OECD. 

Participants and other institutions are listed in the 
Annex (viii). 
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Apart fro« the participants enumerated above, a mmrttei of 

financial and industrial institutions sent observara. 

They are listed in the Annex (viii). 

(lv) Plan of the Meeting 

The meeting was held in two sessions a day, one in the 

morning and the other in the afternoon. 

Out of the total of eight sessions over four days, six 

sessions were devoted to plenary meetings, and two to 

ad hoc meetings. 

During the plenary sessions there was a general discussion 

regarding:  the investment promotion machinery in 

developing countries; promotion of industrial investment 

at the project level; the establifshment cf a portfolio of 

project reports on investment opportunities in developing 

oountries; th.3 role of UNIDO; conclusions and suggestions 

for follow-up action. 

The ad hoc meetings were held at the initiative of the 

participants. Any participant interested in the promotion 

Of a specific project, or in general information about 

a particular developing country, could register a request 

to meet the representatives either from a developing 

country, or the sources of investment and/or financing. 

Once such interest had been expressed by a delegate, 

UNIDO Secretariat arranged ad hoc meetings between the 

interested parties in private rooms. The basic purpose 

behind such meetings was to initiate contacts and 

ultimately negotiations between prospective recipients 

and suppliers of capital and know-how. 

(•) Inauguration of the Meeting 

In the absence of the executive Director of UNIDO, the 

meeting was inaugurated by Mr. P. Le Guay, Director of the 

Division for Industrial Policies and Programming. 

In his inaugural speech, Mr. Le Guay welcomed the 

participants to the meeting, and explained the purposes 

behind the convocation of the meeting. 

The central purpose of the meeting was to devise suitable 

means of promoting industrial investment in the developing 

oountries.  In this task, he added that UNIDO wished to 

2/ Por the text of Mr. Le Guay's statement please refer 
to Annex I, p.54 
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btmfit from the experience and practice of the participants, 

which was more    important than the theory of it. 

He pointed out   that the present time seemed to be an 

appropriate time to look for new ways of promoting investment 

and know-how in the industries of the developing countries. 

This was because considerable effort had been devoted in the 

fifties and early sixties to the building up of the social and 

economic  infrastructure in the developing countries,   to which 

the UNDP and the World Bank Group of International  Financial 

Institutions had made no mean contribution.    The presence at 

the meeting of delegates from these institutions testified 

to the importance that  they attached to the search for new 

ways of promoting the flow of investment and know-how into the 

industries of developing countries. 

Then Mr.   Le Guay referred to the need of the developing 

countries for external  investment and know-how, and their 

expressed desire to receive them.    He also explained the 

material and other advantages  to prospective foreign 

investors resulting from such  investment. 

He added that,  despite the fact  that the developing countries 

and the sources of external financing had generally 

recognized the principle of mutual advantage,  the actual 

flow of capital was still insufficient. 

He took note of the multilateral and bilateral efforts being 

made to organize and develop a movement for the transfer of 

capital and know-how from the  industrialized to the developing 
countries. 

However, he said that the movement was based on a macro- 

economic approach, and focussed on the aggregato flow.     He 

added that  there was reason to believe that, although less 

ambitious in terms of its quantitative results, wide-scale 

application of the micro-economic approach, aimed at 

promoting the transfer of capital and know-how from 

industrialized to developing countries at the level of 

specific projects, would    be a useful  means of supplementing 

macro-economic action.    It is generally acknowledge that 

«any developing countries have industrial projects that are 
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fsasible economically,  financially and technically and 

that consequently, adequate promotion of investment 

and financing in such projects would help to further the 

necessary transfer. 

Then he explained* the background to the UNIDO»s programme 

Of industrial  investment  promotion and how it hoped to 

meet the problems facing developing countries  in this 

respect.     He referred to the deficiencies in the promotional 

•tructure,  and the problem of locating appropriate foreign 

enterprises. 

Then he explained the plan of the meeting.    He said that 

the meeting sessions were divided into plenary sessions 

and ad hoc meeting sessions.    In the plenary sessions 

topics of general  interest were to be discussed.     In the 

»d hoc meetings interested parties were expected to 

initiate negotiations regarding specific projects. 

In conclusion,  he added that the  idea of organizing ad hoc 

meetings between parties interested in specific projects 

was experimental.    The results of the experiment would 

be of help in assessing the performance of UNIDO»8 

programme for investment promotion at the level of 

specific projects. 

(vi)    Election of Officers 

Mr. *.  Le Guay,  the Director of the Division for Industrial 

Policies and Programming,  after his inaugural speech, 

proposed to the meeting the name of Mr. Roberto Heurtematte, 

Co-administrator of the UNDP,  to be the Chairman of the 

meeting. 

The proposal was put to a vote,  and Mr.  Heurtematte was 

unanimously elected Chairman. 

Mr. Heurtematte made a brief speech from the chair.    He 

said that the meeting was  in line with the efforts of the 

tMDP over the last ten years to promote investment  in the 

industries of developing Countries.     In the earlier years 

it became evident that industrial development was retarded 

because of shortage of technically skilled manpower and 

the absence of the necessary infrastructure.     UNDP,  along 

with other international agencies,  had been making efforts 

}/ Por the text of Mr.  Heurtematte's statement please 
refer to  Annex  T,   p.59 
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to remedy the situation.    It had assisted developing 

countries in acquiring technical know-how, and in building 

the necessary economic and social  infrastructure. 

As part of this programme the UNDP had assisted developing 

countries  in preparing 900 pre-investment  studies on a 

number of projects in various fields of endeavour.    'îach of 

these projects  involved an investment of over |2 million. 

25 p«sr cent of  the projects were  in agriculture.     The 

number of projects in  industry was rather  inadequate. 

Today it was more  necessary than before  to  have more sound 

industrial projects on hand.    This was because of the change 

in the general situation with regard to the supply of 

capital.    Five years ago there was a general shortage of 

capital relative  to the projects needing investment.     But 

today capital was  in excess supply compared to the number 

of sound projects available. 

In addition,  the amount of capital available to developing 

countries through governmental aid was decreasing.    Therefore, 

it was all  the   nore necessary to have viable  industrial 

projects that would appeal to investors in the private 

sector.    So the  burden was upon us to produce better 

industrial  projects and conduct more  feasibility studies 

for the purpose. 

The UNDP was prepared to finance additional  feasibility 

studies through IINIDO,   to close a gap in the investment 

promotion structure.    For this reason this meeting was of 

interest to the UNDP. 

There was also the problem of finding the right investor 

for the right investment.    The feasibility studies did not 

always meet  the needs of  individual  investors.    The UNDP was 

prepared to help finance supplementary studies to meet the 

needs of individual investors. 

The success of this meeting would be a guide to further 

work of the United Nations in the field of development. 

Mr.  Heurtematte proposed Mr. Rdgardo L.  Tordesillas of the 

Philippines, and Mr.  Per Roman, Joint General Manager of the 

Svenska Handelsbanken, as Vice-Chairmen of the meeting. 

They were elected Vice-Chairmen unanimously. 
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IV.    The Ad Hoc Meeting 

An outstanding feature of the UNIDO-sponsored   meeting on 

industriai  investment promotion services was the organization of 

ad hoc meetings among the participants.    They were called ad hoc 

•eetings because they were organized on an ad hoc basis by the UNIDO 

Secretariat at the request of any participant.     Such meetings were 

»et up either to discuss specific projects in a  developing country, 

or its investment climate,   policies and investment opportunities. 

(a)    Concept and Purpose 

The motivation behind  the organization of ad hoc meetings 

becomes clearer when one recalls the objective underlying the 

sponsoring of the meeting on industrial investment promotion 

services.     The meeting was to provide a forum for developing contacts 

and stimulating a dialogue between developed and developing countries 

for furthering co-operation among them in  the  field of industrial 

investment  promotion.    The dialogue was  to be centered on specific 

proposals emai tting from either developed or developing countries 

for the promotion of external  financing at the level of a single 

industrial project or a group fo projects- 

Therefore,  delegates from developing countries had been requested 

"to supply to UNIDO a  list  of project«  for which   they were  seeking foreign 

capital and know-how,   together with   ini"ui nnt ion   they  had  on  them. 

Delegates representing financial   institution» of developed 

countries were requested   to attend   the meeting with   information on the 

facilities  for the  transfer of  know-how and  capital   to developing 

oountries available   in   their  respective countries. 

UNIDO   scrutinized   the   information   supplied   hy   the  developing 

countries   on   the  projects     that   they   wished   to   promote   through  the 

ad hoc  meetings.     Then   it   prepared   from  this   information  brief reports 

on such  projects containing   information adequate  enough  to enable a 

prospective  investor and/or financier to take a decision in principle 

of his  interest  in a  specific  project. 

(b)    Organization 

Any participant in the meeting on industrial investment promotion 

services could register a request for the setting up of an ad hoc 

meeting.     In the form provided for the purpose he had to state the 
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amm of tlM other participant that 1M wanted to moot aa« ti» 

of the meet in«, whether it was to be a general brief int see« i on or 

for discussing specific projects. 

Once a request for an ad hoc meeting had been regiatered,  the 

Secretariat    of UNIDO assigned the time and place for the meeting. 

Special rooms adjoining the main hall  were provided for such meeting!. 

The underlying id-» was to provide a forum so that the confidential 

nature of the meeting could be preserved. 

At the request of parties participating in each ad hoc meeting, 

a member of the UNIDO Secretariat was present.    His task was to be an 

observer, and to supply the participants with information,   if necesaary, 

regarding the services that UNIDO could provide with regard to the 

materialization of the specific projects which were being discussed at 

the ad hoc meeting. 

To facilitate the work of the meetings, UNIDO Secretariat had 

prepared brief reports on the specific projects that the developing 

countries wanted to promote through such meetings. 

In subsequent paragraphs an account of such meeting«  is given. 

(c)    Number of Ad Hoc Mñflt.in^ 

The number of ad hoc meetings held during the two aeaaioaa 

provided for them in the work programme was nearly fifty. 

There were a few meetings between representatives of developing 

countries themselves.    However,  most of them were between promoters of 

industrial projects in developing countries, and the representatives of 

financial and investment  institutions of developed countries or inter- 

national financial  institutions. 

As stated earlier, an outstanding feature of these meetings w&s 

the discussion of specific projects between interested parties in a 

private and confidential atmosphere.    Therefore,   it  is not possible 

to give details of the nature of the discussions held during theee 

meetings.    But  it can be stated that the majority of them were devoted 

to the discussion of specific projects based on lists and brief 

reports on a number of specific projects which were circulated by the 

developing countries in advance of the ad hoc meetings.     A small part 

of them were devoted to the discussion of investment climate and 

investment opportunities in the developing countrie« participating in 

the ad hoc meetings. 
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X* mj be worth not in« that a high proportion of requests for 

•»•tin«« came from investment and financial institutions of tha 

ésrsloped countries.    Delegates from developing countries also 

appréciât#d the opportunities for contacts afforded through these 
meetings. 
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„V 

V.    Discussion of Issu« Papers Presented at the Meeting 

A*      WiOhlnTy and techniques of industrial investment promotion 

in developing countries 

This agenda item was introduced by a member of the UNIDO 

secretariat, who presented a paper entitled "The organization and 

operation of an investment promotion centre:     issues and alternatives". 

Highlighting and explaining the main issues facing a developing country 

is establishing and running an  investment  promotion centre,  the UNIDO 

representative gave examples  to  illustrate the  issue. 

In the ensuing discussion,   two aspects were  stressed:     the need 

for  investment  promotion machinery in the developing countries} and 

other basic problems of investment  pronotion. 

(a)     Investment promotion machinery 

The views expressed on this subject referred mainly to:     the 

establishment of investment promotion machinery;   its organization} 

staffing; and resources. 

(i)    Establishment of investment promotion machinery 

The importance to developing countries of having efficient 

investment promotion machinery was acknowledged by all the 

participants.    The view was expressed generally that UNIDO 

could play a useful role in helping developing countries to 

establish new investment promotion centres or to improve 

the operations of existing ones.    One delegate felt that 

WIDO could be of particular assistance on the technical 

side to strengthen investment promotion machinery already 

in existence.    Another suggested that voluntary friendship 

societies could play a useful role  in the promotion of 

•peoific projects in developing countries.     The group agreed 

that appropriate machinery should be established in 

developing countries in keeping with their respective 

requirements and policy. 

(ii)    Organization 

One participant expressed the view that it was for 

individual countries to determine the organization of 

their investment promotion centre.    Another referred to 

$/    The paper is reproduced in Part II of this report. 
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the possibility of establishing centres on a multinational 

basis.    The view was expressed that an investment promotion 

oentre should give adequate attention to local entrepreneurs 

since most of the capital investment  in the private sector 

was made by them.    One delegate suggested that the board of 

directors of an investment promotion centre should 

represent a wide variety of economic interests, and added 

that foreign enterprises established in his country ae 

well as national chambers of commerce were represented on 

the board of directors of his country's investment centre. 

Still another delegate stressed the need for active co- 

operation between the home office and the foreign offices 

of an investment promotion centre in order to maintain 

good liaison with sister organizations  in developed 

countries.     Opinion was divided on the question of the 

institutional  status (governmental,   non-governmental, and semi- 

governmental)  of such machinery,  bat most of the participants 

emphasized the need for autonomy and flexibility of action 

as essential prerequisites for any effective national centre, 

(ili)    Staffing 

A number of delegates referred to the importance of 

properly qualified and trained personnel  in the operation 

of an investment promotion centre.    One delegate went 

further,   stating that proper staffing was more important 

than the centre's organizational structure.    One delegate 

felt that an investment promotion centre should be headed 

by an experienced industrialist rather than by an academic 

economist or a bureaucrat.    Most members of the group 

agreed that UNIDO could play a useful role in the training 

of personnel to operate investment promotion centres.    There 

was general agreement that the availability of skilled 

and experienced personnel was the core of a successful 

programme of industrial investment promotion. 

(iv)    Resources 

A number of delegates referred to the problem of providing 

investment promotion centres with adequate financial 

resources.    Some felt that the establishment of offices 

abroad by investment promotion centres was not only 
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expensive but also involved the expenditure of foreign 

exchange.    It was suggested,  therefore,  that UNIDO 

explore the possibilities of subsidizing foreign offices 

of investment promotion centres in the first three to five 

years of their operation. 

(b)    Other basic problems of investment promotion 

Apart from problems connected with investment promotion machinery, 

views were expressed on problems of information and contacts; security 

for small-scale and medium-scale industries;  project  identificationj 

mobilization of savings;  and incentives. 

(i)    Information and contacts 

Some delegates from developing countries suggested that 

UNIDO could help to disseminate information about their 

countries in the developed countries.    Others suggested 

that UNIDO could assist in sponsoring visits of potential 

investors to developing countries; and sponsoring missions 

from developing countries to industrialized countries.    One 

felt that reciprocal visits between developed and developing 

countries might  be more useful than the establishment of new 

investment promotion centres. 

(*•*)    Security for small-scale and medium-scale  industries 

Reference was made  to the problem of providing security 

to investors  in  small-scale and me iium-scale  industries. 

One  solution was   to  start a guarantee   fund   for small 

investors.     The   speaker added  that  banks   from developed 

countries could  be  invited to  take up "ffodparentship"  of 

development  banks  in developing countries.     Por example,  a 

Swiss bank could  sponsor a development   bank  in a developing 

oountry, and grant   lines of credit  to  it.     UNTÍX) could  play 

a useful  role   in   setting up  euch a  fund.      A  form of "hire 

purchase" financing could be  promoted to  provide entrepreneurs 

who  lacked resources with the means to start  industries.    He 

added that  some  of  the markets  in the developing countries 

were too small   to suppoit profitably the standardized type 

of equipment.     UNIDO could help prospective investors  in 

the location of equipment for small-scale  plants.    Very 

often, he added,   the suppliers of such machinery could be 

located in the developing countries themselves as in the 
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oftM of India. 

(lit)   Project identification 

Some of the delegates considered that projeot 

identification was a real problem and requested IHIDO's 

assistance in this area. 

(iv)    Mobilization of savingB 

In the opinion of one of the participants,  one of the 

crucial problems  in a developing economy is that investments 

can not be generated without a programme for the 

mobilization of savings.    UNIDO could be of assistance in 

devising schemes for the promotion of savings.    Once  local 

resources were made available,   it would be easier to obtain 

external credit  on a matching basis. 

(v)    Incentives 

A delegate from a developing country suggested that UNIDO should 

assist developing countries  in the study of incentives and 

in establishing norms or conventions with regard to those 

incentives.    Such a procedure would prevent cut-throat 

competition among developing countries in trying to attract 

external investment. 

(o)    Summing up 

A member of  the UNIDO secretariat commented, in summing up the 

discussion,  that  some of the suggestions    regarding the role of UNIDO 

had already been  included in UNIDO's programme.    He expressed the hope 

that the delegates would elaborate on new suggestions during discussion 

of the role of UNIDO. 

The Chairman observed that the discussion had brought out the 

importance of feasibility studies in which,  among other aspects,   the 

general economic  effects of projects were considered.    The importance 

of the mobilization of local capital had also been stressed.    There 

seemed to be agreement on the need for national machinery to promote 

investment, adapted to the needs of individual countries.    There  should 

also be close co-operation among such organizations located in both 

developing and developed countries, 

.loe paco G 35-41. 
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B#      Promotion of Industrial Investment at tha Projeot Level 

A member of the  staff of UNIDO introduced the issue paper 

entitled "The promotion of the transfer of capital and technology 

from the  industrialized to the developing countries at the l«vel 

of the project" which  had been prepared by the UNIDO secretariat as 

background paper for discussion of this agenda  iten.-^    Highlighting 

the main  issues involved in UNIDO's operational programme for 

assisting developing countries in the promotion of specific projects. 

He explained that  investment, and/or financing and know-how could be 

promoted  through long-term credits,   joint-ventures or direct  investment. 

The procedure,  he added,  was to  study the  specific projects  to be 

promoted,   study prospective  sources of investment and/or financing,  and 

promote  contacts between parties  interested in  specific projects.    The 

main problems of implementation,   he  said,  were  the  selection of projects, 

the location of foreign investors  or financiers,   and the role of the 

promoter.     UNTDO assists first  in  the "preparatory phase",  and then in 

"the sale"  of projects  to prospective sources  of  investment and/or financing. 

At  the  beginning of the discussion,  a delegate from a developing 

country  informed the  meeting that  his country had already benefited from 

UNIDO's  programme of  investment promotion,   having been placed in contact 

with an  interested  investor through  the facilities of UNIDO.     In the 

ensuing discussion a  number of views were expressed regarding promotional 

efforts,   the selection  of projects  to be promoted,   the identification    of 

sources  of  investment  and/or financing,  and feasibility reports. 

(a)    Promotional efforts 

Most  of the participants felt  that assisting developing countries 

in the promotion of specific projects was an operational activity well 

suited to UNTDO's terms of reference.    They agreed generally that 

several   industrial  projects in a number of developing countries were 

bankable  and in keeping with the  priorities established for their 

overall  economic development.     In many cases,   more adequate  promotional 

effort on an ad hoc  basis was needed to transform these projects into 

operating enterprises. 

5¡    The issue paper is reproduced in the Proceedings to this report. 
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One delegate thought that promotional effort should begin at an 

•mrly stagehand should include the establishment of the viability of 

a project.    Referring to the statement in the issue paper that 

promotional work was    to be carried out by staff members of UNIDO to 

provide speed and flexibility in assisting developing countries,  one 

delegate drew attention to the magnitude of the task involved,and 

warned there was a danger of wasted effort  in such a procedure. 

Another delegate stated that UNIDO should confine itself to the 

promotion of medium-scale projects only, and endeavour to unite 

participating governments and bankers.    Referring to the  issue of 

whether promotional efforts should be confined to projects in the 

private sector or the public sector,  or a combination of the two, 

one delegate expressed the view that these efforts should be 

directed to the private sector in the first  instance, and then to 
the semi-public sector. 

A delegate from a developing country expressed the opinion that 

UNIDO should not offer assistance to developing countries in the 

promotion of specific projects, as was being considered at the 

meeting.  He felt that this task should be left to national  investment 

promotion machinery and cited his country's experience in support of 

his view.     UNIDO should try only to supply information to  investors 

and developing countries and for this purpose might do well to compile 

a manual on investment promotion. 

Most    of the delegates agreed that in assisting in the promotion 

of specific projects,  UNIDO should use all available facilities in 

oapital-exporting countries to locate,and select potential sources 

of investment and/or financing,   to sound out  investors'  interest in 

specific projects being promoted,   to assist  in adequate presentation 

of these projects as viable and bankable investments, and to initiate 

contacts between the  interested parties which would lead to positive 

negotiations. 

(b)    Selection of projects 

One delegate expressed the view that selection of projects should 

be governed by the over-all economic and social conditions of a country. 

This was necessary because the over-all state of the economy affected 

the flow of investment.    An investor is motivated by several 

considerations in his decision to  invest money in a country.  His motive 

may be a desire to make high profits, or to take advantage of available 
resources.    Other incentives may be a feeling of good-will  toward the 
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country oonoerned, or a desire to establish hie business in a coun+ry 

that is making encouraging economic progress.    The delegate 

illustrated his point by saying that some years ago his country had promoted 

the pharmaceuticals industry,   whereas at present,  under changed conditions, 

they were concentrating on the promotion of petro-chemicals and electronics. 

Another delegate,   referring to  the  issue rained  in the     paper as to 

whether the promotional  effort  should be limited to identified projects 

stated that UNIDO should give priority to  projects whose viability had 

been established. 

Referring to the definition of medium-scale and small-scale 

projects,   one delegate  said that in his country small-scale projects 

were defined as those in which capital investment  in equipment did not 

exceed US3 100,000, whereas medium-scale projects were those in which 

investment did not  exceed USÏ  ^50,000.    Delegates from developed 

countries held different views on this subject.    One said that it was 

not valid to define the  size of projects so precisely, as flexibility 

of action might be forfeited by strict adherence to such definitions. 

In his opinion the  important criteria for the selection of projects 

to be promoted were management and market.     He was supported in this 

view by a delegate  from another developed country who stated that the 

economic viability of a project should be measured by the size of the 

market, both domestic and foreign.    He added that UNIDO  should assist 

developing countries in marketing and should give serious thought to 

the use of trading companies for merchandising at home and abroad. 

He also cited the cases of Krupps in Poland and Volkswagen in 

Yugoslavia, where a manufacturer from a developed country had supplied 

equipment to a developing country in a joint venture, and the product* 

of the plant were being exported to third countries. 

A delegate from a developing country proposed the establishment 

of jc int ventures on a regional    basis to provide a wider market. 

He added that UNIDO could serve as an intermediary in this regard. 

The delegates could not agree upon a set of criteria for the 

selection of projects to be promoted.    However,  they felt that UNIDO 

should help developing countries to present  project reports to 

potential  sources of financing and investment as viable and bankabl« 

projects, and should also assist in the establishment of contacts 

between interested parties. 



(o)    Identification of sources of investment and/or finano^fl 

A number of delegates discussed the identification of sources of 

investment and/or financing and the importance of adequate 

presentation of projects in order to attract such      sources.    One 

delegate from a developed country said that the performance of these 

functions required a competent salesman with wide knowledge.    He 

added that part of his own  job was the identification of prospective 

sources of investment and/or financing and "selling"  projects to them, 

expérience had taught him that it was profitable to contact three 

types of potential  investors in this respect:    manufacturers who did a 

great deal of exporting;  those engaged in processing raw materials 

from developing countries;  and organizations of consumers of industrial 

products.    In other words,   he felt the best sources  of investment 

were manufacturers who might be interested in producing their 

commodities in low-wage countries,  importing raw materials and re- 

exporting the finished product. 

One delegate suggested contacting banks,  chambers of commerce 

and trade groups from foreign countries.     Another stated that the 

problem of intermediate technology should be considered in the 

selection of prospective investors.    He also referred to the role of 

UNIDO in supplementing the efforts of medium-sized financial 

institutions in developed countries.    He added that  there was no 

need to limit UNIDO's assistance to these institutions as larger 

institutions might also be interested in promoting projects through 

UNIDO. 

The group felt generally that UNIDO should provide developing 

oountries with appropriate information for locating sources of 

investment and/or financing. 

(d)    Feasibility reports 

Two delegates from developed countries maintained that a final 

feasibility study should be carried out by the investor himself. 

UNIDO could advise developing countries on the presentation of 

projects and help them devise a standard format for the presentation 

of essential information.     Brochures clearly setting out the 

incentives and safeguards should be made readily available. 

Information on the viability of the economy as a whole, as well as on 

the priority attached to the  specific project should be clearly 
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presented.    UNIDO could also advise these countries M to ths 

nunber of projects they would be able to manag* at one tia». 

(e)    Summing up 

In connexion with UNIDO assistance in the identification of 

projects and in feasibility studies, a member of the UNIDO secretariat 

agreed that there was a difference between long-term loans and export 

credits.     The intention had been to attract attention to two possible 

techniques.    UNIDO could not promote all the projects in developing 

countries;   its task was merely to give assistance,  giving priority 

on the basis of urgent need.    The technique suggested in the issue 

paper (referred to in paragraph 44) was only one possible  form of 

promotion.     UNIDO gave consideration to all requests submitted to 

it; discrimination could arise only from a lack of interest on the 

part    of the country interested in UNIDO*s assistance. 

Another of UNIDO's representatives noted the importance of 

viewing a project in the  light of the country's economy as a whole. 

Although a project-by-project approach was suggested in the issue 

paper,  ne realized that a more macro-economic approach must be 

adopted concurrently,     attention must also be given to the question 

of regional projects.     The possibility of new types of participation 

by capital-exporting countries in the development of developing 

countries was also of interest to UNIDO. 

The Chairman observed that it  seemed clear from the interest 

expressed by participants that there was a gap which the United 

Nations family had so far failed to fill. 

-4*-> 

s W . 
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C.   IIM TO Of T»0 ffri** n»W Pl.cue.lcm 

At the beginning of the session on the morninf of 25 September, 

the Chairman suggested that it might be appropriate at that stage to 

mm up the sense of the meeting regarding the  item«  (2) and (3)   of 

the agenda,  which were di scussed Airing 23 and 24 September,  before 

going into the discussion of agenda item (4).     Thereupon he called m 

m »ember of the UNIDO Secretariat to do the summing up. 

The Secretariat member said that the meeting seemed to hare 

reached the following conclusions during the  first  two day» of 

áitcussion.     He said they pertained to (a) national  effort«! 

(B) organizational machinery;  (c)  promotion at the project 1 «ral{and 

(d) follow-up action. 

(a)   National efforts 

(i)    There was a general f««ling that «pec ia li «ed larvatami 

promotion machinery was useful, and that    there ma amai 

to train people in the required «kill«. 

(li)    Mont of the delegates had stressed the  importano« of tlM 

prerequisite conditions described  in the  issue papar 

pertaining to investment promotion centres (lD/WG.22/l3). 

(ill)    Many felt  the need for regional centres.    However,  they 

agreed that regional machinery could only be supplementary 

to national machinery.    It did not obviate the need for 

national machinery. 

(i)    There was general agreement on the objective« and fmetioM 

of a national inve«tm«nt promotion centra.    A number of 

del«gate« felt that national investment promotion centre« 

•mould confine themselves to the promotion of financing of 

project« already studied and identified by other speciali»«* 

•fancies.    The existence of such specialised agencies for 

tha purpose, was a pre-requisite condition for the SUOOSM 

of any national inve«tm«nt promotion machinery. 

m 
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ili)   %M though there were MM di ff «reno«* of opinion, the 

majority of delegates felt that, regardless of tha lefal 

sto tu«, a large degree« of autonomy and flexibility of 

action were required by any investment promotion machinery. 

(ill)     There was general  agreement on  the need to have high 

calibre staff who were well-trained,   qualified and had 

business attitude. 

(ir)    A number of delegates felt that  the cost of operating 

national investment promotion machinery might constitute 

a heavy burden on many countries.    There was a suggestion 

that contributions  from  industrialized countries oould 

help to alleviate  part of the burdan. 

(•)    Pgqsjption at  the project  level 

(i)    There was general  agreement on  the approach suggested in 

the issue paper ( ID/WG.22/20).     The majority of the 

delegates agreed that there existed sound industrial 

projects in developing countries whose implementation could 

be materialized through promotion on a project-by-project 

basis,  or on a package basis consisting of projects 

belonging to the aame industrial  sector. 

(II)    There was agreement  that  the development of new techniques 

for such promotion was important.    UWIDO should develop 

them. 

(ill)    There was agreement that  the type of promotion in eaoh O*M 

would depend on the need of the country in question and the 

nature of the project.    Promotion must oover both external 

financing as well as association of foreign and national 

resources. 

(iv)    Host of the delegates emphasised that only viable projects 

that were in keeping with the needs and priorities of a 

national economy must be selected for promotion.    Therefore 

UWIDO must be selective  in choosing the projects it promotes. 

The meeting called upon UNIDO to assist developing countries 

in identification and study of projects under a programme 

supplementary to its proawtional programme. 
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(*)    AU delegate â|TMd that UNIDO». .ffort. im tÈÊ f|tU 

«*mld supplement and complect natiowH,  i»tw»tioi»l 
Md bilateral effort..     They appr.ci.t.4 OR».. „j^ 

of co-operating m thi. fi.H wlth tha W» ^ the Wort« 
Bank Group. 

<*>   K«y ¿.legates empha.i..d the role of aawlopaant finance 

in.titutions in both th.  industriali,.* and d.veiopinf 

countries as well as federation, of industries i„ the 

»romotional programme.     The meeting called upon UNIDO to 

éovlop co-operation with such organizations for the 

i-plementation of the  investment promotion program,    „o.t 

of the representatives of the financial   inatitution. of 

developed countries present at the meeting offered to 

co-operate closely with UNIDO in carrying out the progra«. 
••pecially in locating investors. ' 

<*1)    There was general agreement with regard to th. procedure, 

to be followed in promoting specific project, .ugge.ted i„ 

the issue paper.    This wa. to be done in two phase.: 

(1)  .election and presentation of projects;  and (2) location 

of prospective sources of investment and/or financing, .„* 

initiation of contacts  between the interested parti.«,    it 

was agreed that UNIDO should play th« role of cataly.t wit* 
ragard to the two aspects. 

(*)    Follow-up action 

It was agreed that the following follow-up action w. „.Ce.Äiyi 

(i)    Developing count, 1„ could forward to UNIDO identified and 

studied projects for promotion through the programme, 

(ilJ    Developed countries may express to JNIDO their specific 

interest,   such as preference for particular industrial 
sectors. 

(iii)    UNIDO should keep in contact with development  finance 

institutions and sources of investment  in developed 

countries,  and co-operate with them in  looting inve.tor. 

for specific projects in developing countries. 

(ir)    UNIDO should give the necessary assistance  for establishing 

and .timulatin«   a dialogue between interested parti.. «, 

that they might enter into concret, negotiation, rwaia, 
•pwJific project.. ^ 
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Bit e.tabli.hment of a portfolio of project rennet« „n 
tnye.taent opportunities in developing rU^-.!: " 
ISoiUtie. available in d^i^H c^trieTlnd "iv,. 
ÎÎS   I *V     formation between delectes rT^Td^lonW 
and developed countries aiming at  the promotion of EiSÄ 

industrial investment ~" 

On completion of the recapitulation of the previous two day.' 

4i.cu..ions by a member of the Secretariat, another staff member 

introduced the agenda item and an issue paper entitled The 

E.tabli.hment of a Portfolio of ProieGt p«port3 Qn Tnd1ia^a1 

Invt-nt Opportunities ln Developing cmm^ma (ID/WG.22/22). 

H. .uamarized the issues raised in the paper.    An important issue 

wa. whether the proposed portfolio,   if thought desirable,  should 

be prepared immediately, or whether it would be better to take time 

to consider all aspects.    He also raised the question of a small 

fe« by UNIDO for the services rendered. 

Before going into substantive discussion of the issue paper 

a« introduced by the staff member,   the Chairman said that the 

•»•ting might benefit by hearing the views of the representative. 

of the UNDP and the World Bank Group,  and accordingly called upon 
them to say a few words. 

(a)    Views of the UNDP 

The representative of the UNDP referred to the pre-investment 

activities of the UNDP.    Then he illustrated how they led to 

inve.tment.    He said that they had 150 pre-investment  projects, and 

•orae of thcT, had  resulted in  investment.     Then h* added  that  the 

ba.ic  problem was  of  programming and   preparation of  projects. 

Profit motive war,   im¡ .rtant   hut   «octal   gains were also  important. 

Then he dee, M bed   briefly  the main  features of the PAO/lndustry 
Co-operative Programme. 

(*>)     Views  of  the   World   Rank Oruup 

The representative  of  the World   Bank Group stated that each 

country had  to  pian   ito owr, method.     Many developing countries were 

not aware  of  the   type  of  service and   facilities available.     UNIIAO 

could assist  them   by  supplying   information on  the  services available. 

He informed the meeting  that  the World   Bank had promoted 2?  Development 

Bank, and was planning to double the number in a year.    He added that 
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«WDO could recommend proper institution to be approached, «uoh 

•• Export-Import Bank,  Inter-Amerioan Development Bank or a 
Consultative Group. 

(o)    Views of other delegates 

The great majority of the participants at the meeting supported 

the proposal to establish a portfolio of project reports at UNIDO a. 

outlined in the issue paper.    A few of them supports the proposal 

with qualifications while a small minority „as totally against the 

proposal, and „as inclined to abandon it altogether.     Incidentally, 

they all expressed their ideas as to the role  that UNIDO should play 
in this regard. 

A delegate from a developing country stated that the proposal 

merited consideration but required careful preparatory „ork.    The 

implementation could only be on a limited scale initially.    He 

suggested that a study mission be sent to countries that had shown 

interest in contributing to the portfolio,   so that a realistic 

assessment of the feasibility of the idea could be made. 

Another delegate from a developing country advised caution. 

He added that it was not clear as to who would be helped by the 

studies and lists prepared.    Was UNIDO to tell   investors that the 

climate inapartic.Ur country was bad.    An investor must find out 

such things for himself.    UNIDO could supply information, advice 

and training facilities when requested.     It should not try to be an 
action-oriented agency. 

A member of the UNIDO Secretariat intervened at this point. 

He explained that reports in the portfolio would be summaries of 

existing reports.    As far as action was concerned,   the Industrial 

Development Board had pressed UNIDO to be an action-oriented and 

an    operational agency.    However,  the question under consideration 

was not that of conducting studies,  but the preparation of a 

portfolio of project reports,  using existing feasibility studies or 

other kinds of studies,   such as a market survey pertaining to a 

specific project.    As far as the investment climate in any country 

was concerned, UNIDO could only give information and could not pa.. 
judgement. 
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Soit» delegates expressed the view that UNIDO could be of 

grater assistance by helping countries send missions abroad to 

•eek investors.    A delegate said that the first step for UNIDO 

was to help developing countries prepare documentation on projects. 

Another participant thought that UNIDO could play a useful role in 

cataloguing all  studies that had been carried out  up to the present 
time. 

One  participant stressed the  importance of considering the 

point of view of potential  investors.     He  stated that only profit 

motive could lead private investors  in the industrialized countries 

to invest   in developing countries.     More  time should be spent  in 

considering what  is required to get  developed countries to invest 

more in developing countries.    UNTDO  should acquire expertise on 

the  sources  of capital, and supply developing countries with lists of 

possible  investors rather than supplying investors with lists of 
possible projects. 

(d)     Summing up 

A member of the UNIDO Secretariat,   summing up the discussion, 

said that  the majority of participants agreed with the idea of 

establishing a portfolio of project reports - whether on a 

national or an international basis - but held different view 

regarding the implementation of the scheme.    The majority agreed 

that UNIDO could play a part  in the  field of information,  in 

promoting contacts,   in assisting the presentation of projects,  and 

in proposing a standard form of project  prospectus.     Some had felt 

that UNIDO could go further than that,   but others had disagreed. 

It was felt  that,   if UNIDO was to play a role in the establishment 

of a portfolio,   it should be gradual and tentative. 

I.      The Role of UNIDO 

During the morning session of 26 September,   the meeting 

considered and discussed the agenda item (5)  pertaining to the 

role of UNIDO  in the promotion of industrial  investment. 

A member of the UNTDO Secretariat  introduced an issue paper 
entitled The Role of UNIDO  (ID/WO.22/23).    UNIDO's approach to the 

programme of investment promotion was explained by the staff member. 

£f-5ald }ha,t  investment and/or financing could be promoted throu*h 
different methods including:    loan,  joint-ventures and direct 
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Investment.    The actual method to be used in each specif io case 

would depend upon the policies and preferences of the developing 

country concerned. 

Then he explained the action being taken by UNIDO to render 

assistance in the  institutional field,  in training nationals and 

providing advisory services.     He mentioned the  prototypes of texts 

of rules of incorporation and rules of procedure,   that were being 

prepared at UNTDO. 

another staff member explained to the meeting the efforts 

being undertaken by UNIDO in the field of training.    He described 

the eleven week training programme on techniques of investment 

promotion held under UNIBO/UNITAR joint auspices  in New York from 

15 March to 7 June  1968.     The participants  haa undergone nine weeks 

of training in New York,  and two weeks  in  the United Kingdom. 

Similar programmes for trainees from French-speaking and Spanish- 

speaking developing countries were being planned.     Eventually such 

programmes might  be organized on a regional  basis for Asia, Africa,  and 

Latin America. 

The Chairman then  invited Mr.  R.  L.  Oshins,   Director,   Division 

of Institutions and Services,   to inform the  meeting about  the 

related activities being carried out  in his Division. 

Mr. Oshins explained that his Division was trying so to 

say to increase the flow of traffic on existing roads.    He said 

that the current  flow of  international capital was not adequate 

in relation to the needs.     For example,  he  saxd  that the 

International Finance Corporation had invested only 50 million 

dollars in developing countries.    Therefore  they were exploring 

ways of increasing the  flow.     Then he explained the  specific 

programmes on which his  Division was working. 

He referred to the problem of identification of investment 

possibilities on a  scanning basis over the  industrial  spectrum. 

To answer a question whether an industry was worth  looking into, 

they had developed the matrix system. 

Then he referred to what he called "the  second equity" problem. 

3y this he meant  that generally speaking the amount of equity 

investment available for projects in developing roountries was 20 
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p«r o«nt, whereas the percentage needed for attracting supplementary 

loan financing was 40 per cent, so there was an equity gap of 20 per 

cent which held up the implementation of a number of projects. 

Therefore the Division of Institutions and Services was investigating 

the possibilities of setting up a fund to supply the other 20 per 

oent equity. This could be modelled on the Atlantic Development 

Community Fund for Latin America (ADFLA), or the new Asian Fund being 

•et up. 

He also referred to the difficulties being experienced by 

•nterprises with less than 3500,000 capital in attracting external 

financing. For encouraging the flow of external financing into such 

•nterprises, they were investigating multiple-plant operations so 

input of managerial and technical know-how could be supplied to thai« 

firms. 

(a) Views of the B.I.A.C. 

The representative of the Business and Industry Advisory 

Committee (B.I.A.C.) to the O.E.CD. asked for the floor and mad« 

an important statement defining the role of UNIDO. 

He thanked UNIDO for inviting B.I.A.C. to take part in the 

meeting. He said that B.I.A.C. was an organization of the 

federations of industry in the twenty-one O.R.C.D. countries, 

representing the private sector. 

He said that he had requested the floor mainly to draw ta« 

attention of the meeting to the important factor necessary for 

industrial development, i.e. the entrepreneur or the int. lotrialist. 

Hitherto, in hiB opinion, the meeting had concentrated on how to 

finance new industries and ways and means of encouraging financiers 

to participate in new projects. 

Then he analysed what the foreign privat« entrepreneur could 

offer to a developing country, and the responsibility of a 

developing country. Further he defined the factors to b« 

considered in establishing a foreign private enterprise. Th«y war«! 

(l) a project; (2) a local entrepreneur; (3) a favourable 

investment climate; and (4) financing. 
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He added that private foreign enterprise oould help in 

bitter realization of the porentialities for development 

latent in developing countries.    UNIDO could assist in this 

process.    But it   should not take the place of the entrepreneur 

or work out or recommend projects.     It could act as an activating, 

or a stimulating organ for a greater and better use of the 

possibilities of the world.    Then he listed the activities on which 

UMIDO could concentrate.     They  included:     collection and 

dissemination of  information; assistance in defining plans and 

projects; use of private enterprise,   of specialized consulting 

firms and experts;   the harmonizing of plans and projects of 

regional groups;  assistance to a private foreign entrepreneur at 

his request,  to obtain favourable terms from developing countries, 

(b)     Discussion 

In the ensuing discussion regarding the role of UMIDO 

emphasis was placed on:     (i)    dissemination of information; 

(ii)    creation of proper conditions for investment; 

(iii)  establishment of a portfolio of project reports; 

(iv)    training;     (v)    establishment of contacts; and 
(vi)    miscellaneous matters. 

(i)    Dissemination of information 

A number of delegates emphasized the need for 

collection and dissemination of information on 

conditions prevailing in developing countries.    One 

delegate suggested that UNIDO could perhaps set up 

offices in capital-exporting countries.    It could 

also provide countries with a list of investors 

interested in particular industries.     Another added 

that UNIDO should concentrate on locating industrialists 

ready to set up industries in developing countries 

rather  than mere investors.    Another delegate said that 

UNIDO might make available a directory of companies 

which had already invested abroad,   including names of 

executive vice    residents in charge of international 

affairs.    UNIDO c. lid also provide an annotated list 

of consultatns,  indicating those having links with 

•mnufacturers of machinery.    In this connection a 
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delegate suggested that a revolving fund with UNIDO, 

and national contributions might be set up and a sum 

allocated to each country, ao that governments could 

hire experts and consultants directly. 

í*1) Creation of proper conditions for investment 

Some delegates suggested that UNIDO could assist 

developing countries create a reasonable investment 

climate.  It could not only help entrepreneurs from 

developed countries obtain good terms in developing 

countries but also assist developing countries obtain 

favourable conditions from financiers. One delegate 

suggested that UNIDO could assist in encouraging 

arrangements under which suppliers of equipment 

accepted the end-product in payment for the equipment. 

It could also prevent abuses in the transfer of know- 

how by fixing norms for co-operation and warning 

against pitfalls. 

(iii) establishment of a portfolio of project reports 

Some delegates supported the idea of establishing 

a portfolio of project reports at UNIDO. In this 

connection a number of suggestions were made. One 

delegate suggested that UNIDO could assist countries 

in carrying out feasibility studies or in developing 

techniques for such studies. Another delegate said 

that summaries of essential details of feasibility and 

pre-feasibility reports could be included in an index 

and made available to prospective investors or financiers. 

UNIDO could advise on the presentation of the feasibility 

reports. The same delegate suggested that specific project 

reports could be circulated by name and country to certain 

leading industrialists in the relevant branch in 

developed countries, e.g. Unilever in soap manufacturing 

business. Another delegate said that UNIDO could evolve 

a unified form for project reports. 

(tv) Training 

Some delegates emphasised the need for UNIDO to assist 
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in establishing training programmes on a regular basii 

including regional programmes.    One delegate suggested 

that facilities for on-the-job training in developed 

countries would be useful. 

(v)    Establishment of contacts 

Several delegates emphasized the assistance that UNIDO 

could supply in establishing contacts between developing 

countries and investors and industrialists in developed 

countries.    Many suggested that UNIDO could sponsor 

tours,  not  only by delegates  from developing countries 

to developed countries,  but also by delegates from 

developed countries to developing countries. 

(vi)    Miscellaneous matters 

Apart from these,   suggestions  for action by UNIDO in 

many other areas were mentioned.    One delegate 

welcomed UNIDO's effort, as mentioned by Mr. Oshins, 

to find  solutions to the problems of gaps in equity 

requirements, and assisting small-scale projects.    Two 

delegates  suggested that UNIDO might consider meeting 

half the cost of new investment promotion offices 

established by developing countries abroad during the 

first two  to three years of their operation. 

(vii)    Dissenting view 

One delegate sounded a note of dissent.    He said he 

had been disappointed with UNIDO«s approach.    He stated 

that clause (2)  of G.A. Resolution 2152 (XXl) did not 

recommend that UNIDO should go so far as to promote 

contacts between interested parties.    The establishment 

of a portfolio of project reports was not necessarily 

the best way to meet the needs of developing countries. 

The beneficiary country should choose investors.    Many- 

developing countries faced balance of payments and 

foreign exchange problems.    UNIDO should study the 

balance of payments effects of remittance of dividends 

by foreign investors, and possibilities of establishing 

a multi-national insurance system. 
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(o)    Summing up 

The Chairman summed up the discussion, referring in particular 

to the following questions:    the offering of training facilities on 

a regular basis;  financial assistance for promotion agencies 

abroad;    the preparation of a list  of companies investing abroad, 

and a classified list of consultants;  the establishment of a 

counterpart fund for experts; on-the-job training and exchange 

arrangements for training;  the arranging of contacts between 

investors and developing countries;   the establishment of a multi- 

national  insurance  system;  the location of industrialists, as 

distinct from investors; assistance for feasibility studies  ;  an 

analysis of the causes of failure of investment promotion 

programmes;  the provision of information on investment climate in 

developing countries;   the principle  that UNIDO should not replace 

the entrepreneur but  should be an activator;  the establishment of 

a fund for training programmes; advice on the organization of 

investment promotion centres. 

A member of the UNIDO Secretariat,  discussing the procedure 

contemplated regarding records of the meeting,   said that an 

extensive report on the discussion would be transmitted to 

participants subsequently, and that a short paper containing draft 

oonolisions and suggestions for follow-up action would be submittsd 

at the following meeting for approval. 
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fi. 

(a)    Summary of di »cusa ion 

At the suggestion of the Chairman, a »ember of tlM WIBO 

erretariat  summed up the discussion    and made »„ .ffort to formulate 

the conclusions reached by the participants with regard tos     (a) 

national  efforts;   (b)  organizational machinery;  (c)  promotion at the 

project  level; and (d)  follow-up action to be taken. 

(i)    National efforts 

(l)    There was a general  feeling that specialised 

investment promotion machinery was useful, and that 

there was need to train people in the required 

•kills. 

(t) Host of the delegates had stressed the importance 

of the prerequisites described in the issue paper 

pertaining to investment promotion centres. 

(3)    Many felt the need for regional centres.    However, 

they agreed that regional machinery could only be 

•»pplementary to, and did not obviate the need for, 

national machinery. 

(10 •ti on 

(1)    There was general agreement on the object ivo« ani 

function» of a national investment promotion centro. 

A number of delegates felt that these centre« 

•mould be confined to the promotion of project* 

already studied and  identified by other specialised 

•foncies.    The existence of these specialised 

«fonoíes was a prerequisite for the success of any 

national  investment promotion machinery. 

(t)    «Von though there were differences of opinion,  the 

•mjority of delegates felt that,  regardless of th« 

lagal status, a large degree of autonomy and 

fittibility of action were required by any investment 

Dtion machinery. 



(3) Tlvtrs was ganeral agraamant on tk* mmsd U 

•Uff of high calibre. 

(4) A number of delegates felt that the cost of operating 

national  investment promotion machinery might 

constitute a heavy burden on many countries.     It 

was suggested that contributions from industrialised 

countries could help    to alleviate  the burden. 

(iii)    Promotion at the project level 

(1) There was general agreement on the approach 

suggested in the issue paper regarding promotion 

at the project  level.    The majority of the 

delegates agreed that several sound  industrial 

projacts in developing countries could be 

implemented through promotion on a project-by- 

project  oasis,  or on a package basi« consisting 

of projects belonging to the sama industrial 

•actor. 

(2) There was agreement that the development of new 

techniques for such promotion was isrportant.    Thl« 

work should be undertaken by UNIDO. 

(3) There was agreement that  the type of promotion in 

each case would depend on the need of the country 

in question, and the nature of the project.    Promotion 

•hould cover both external  financing, and the 

consolidation of foreign and national  resources. 

(4) It was generally agreed that only viable projects 

that were in keeping with the needs, and priorities 

of a national  economy should be selected for 

promotion.     Therefore UNIDO should be selective in 

ohoosing projects to be  promoted.     The meeting 

oalled upon UNIDO to assist developing countries 

in the identification,and study of projects under 

• programme which would supplement   its promotional 

efforts. 

(5) All delegates agreed that UNIDO*s work should 

•upplement and complement national,   international, 

and bilateral efforts.    They appreciated UHIDO's 

policy of co-operating in this field with UMJP 
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Mi the World Bank Group. 

fi) »any delegate« emphasised the role of development 

finance inatitutione in both the industrialii«d 

»ad developing countries, as well as the role of 

tne federations of industries in the promotion 

programme. Most of the representatives of the 

financial institutions of developed countries 

present at the meeting offered to co-operate 

eloeely with UNIDO in carrying out the programme, 

••peoially in locating investors. 

(7) There was general agreement on the procedures to 

be followed in promoting the specific projects suggested 

in the issue paper.  This was to be done in two 

phase«:  (a) selection and presentation of projects} 

and (b) location of prospective sources of 

investment and/or financing, and initiation of 

•©«tacts between the interested parties. It was 

agreed that UNIDO should play the role of ontalyet 

in both phases. 

{!•} Sallow-up action 

(1) Developing countries should study and identify 

various projects and forward then to UHIDO foi- 

promotion through the programme. 

(2) Developed countries should express to UMIDO their 

specific interests, such as preference for 

particular industrial sectors. 

(J) UtlDO should keep in contact with development 

finance institutions and sources of investment 

in developed countries, and co-operate with them 

in locating investors for specific project« in 

developing countries. 

(4) tWIDO should also assist in initiating and 

stimulating a dialogue between interested partie« 

•o that they might enter into concrete negotiation« 

regarding specific project«. 
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(*•)    ^onclmlons and recommendation» adopted by the participants 

The conclusions and recommendations adopted by the participants 

at their final meetings wem as follows: 

(*)    Efforts at the national level  in the field of industrial 

investment  promotion 

(1) The participants agreed unanimously that national 

effort was the basic element  in industrial 

investment promotion;    this could be supplemented 

by assistance from international organisation« 

like UNIDC. 

(2) The participants were in agreement that national 

efforts undertaken in this  field by developing 

countries should be intensified. 

(3) The participants agreed that appropriate machinery 

for this purpose must be established in accordance 

with the requirements and policy of each country. 

(4) The participants  felt  that   the availability of 

•killed and experienced personnel was the 

backbone of any  successful  programme of industrial 

investment promotion. 

(5) It was generally  felt  that  pre-investment  function» 

(identification and preparation of feasibility 

studies)  and promotional  functions were 

complementary;  however, as regards the machinery 

for carrying out   these  functions,   some 

participants felt  that national  industrial 

investment promotion agencies  should engage in 

pre-investment and promotional  functions,  while 

others were of the opinion that  these agencie» 

should confine themselves to promotional 

functions only. 

(€)     Uthough the opinion of the participants wag 

diviied on the question of the institutional statu« 

(governmental,  non-governmental or semi-governmental) 

of such mnchinery, most of the participant» 
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isized autonomy and flexibility of action as 

prerequisities for any effective national centre. 

(?)    Some participants called attention  to  the need for 

regional centres.     In this connexion  it was  felt 

that there  shoui-l  be a close relationship between 

these centres and machinery on the national   level 

for industrial   investment promotion.     Close co- 

operation between UN TOO and the United Nations 

Regional economic Commissions in this field was 
also suggested. 

(8)    The participants called upon UNII» to intensify iti 
assistance: 

(a)     In establishing national   industrial 

investment  promotion agencies; 

(»Í     In improving existing agencies,  especially 

by training personnel,   by improving the 

organizational  structure,   by developing new 

techniques,  and by sending technical  experts. 

(it)    EWQtlon at  the  level  of the project 

(l)     It was felt  that   in a number of developing countries 

sound industrial   projects existed that were bankable, 

and in kee .ing with the priorités set  for the over- 

all economic  development of the country.     However, 

Adequate promotion on an ad hoc  basis was needed  in 

•any cases in order to transform these projects 
into enterprises. 

(1)    Most of the  participants  felt  that such promotional 

effort should apply to all types of transfer of 

foreign capital  and know-how:     external  financing, 

establishment of  joint ventures, and direct  foreign 

investment,   in accordance with  the requirements and 

policy of each country. 

(i)    Participants  felt  that UNIDO could play a useful 

role utilising the facilities cf existing national 

financial development institutions in both 
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éoreloping and developed eoiantriee.    WIDO eould 

also help in initiating and stimulating » dialogua 

between interested parties. 

(4) Gaverai participants from financial and other 

institutions in industrialized countries offered 

their co-operation  in  the promotion of specific 

projects by UNIDO. 

(5) It was suggested that UNTDO should provide assistane« 

in promoting specific  bankable projects by: 

(a) Improving the system of collecting information 

on industrial opportunities  in developing 

countries and  the dissemination of such 

information to  interested parties; 

(b) Making available  to  the developing countries 

information on locating sources of investment, 

and financing; 

(o)    advising on the  presentation of project 

reports to potential sources of financing and 

investment,and on the establishment of proper 

contacts between  interested    parties. 

(é)     The participants expressed  satisfaction and 

Appreciation to IJNOr  for  its offer to support 

UHIDO's programme of assistance  to developing 

countries in the field of industrial   investment 

promotion.    They also welcomed the offer made by 

the .iorld 3ank Oroup to work in full co-operation 

with UNIDO for  the  successful   implementation of 

•elected projects. 

(7)    To implement the ideas and concrete proposals made 

at the meeting,   it was suggested that: 

(•)    Developing countries interested in securing 

UMIDO*s assistance  should  forward to IWIDO 

advance information on selected specific 

projects for the promotion of their finanei»f 

and/or investment; 
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(a)    Upon receiving ««eh resists UHITJO should 

undertake exploratory and preparatory ml••ioni 

fer the eetabünhment of a promotional 

programme  for selected projects in co-operation 
with  the  requesting country. 

(e)    IMIDO  should rnnke  use of the  facilities of 

appropriate institutions  in countries exporting 

eapital and know-how,   in order  to locate and 

•elect  potentially   interested  sources of 

investment and/or financing;   to sound out  their 

interest   in the projects;   to assist in the 

adequate presentation of projects as viable and 

bankable enterprises;  and  to  initiate contact 

between  interested  parties  leading to positive 

negotiations. 

(*»0   tsTtsYBUshmsnt of a portfolio of project  reports 

(1) Host of the  participants expressed  interest In the 

establishment of a portfolio of project reports oa 

industrial   investment opportunities  in developing 
countries. 

(2) Some participants felt   that  the establishment of 

such a portfolio at a central   point would be useful. 

They felt  that UNIDO would be  the natural agency 

for undertaking this work and for keeping the 

portfolio up to date.     However,   there was general 

fooling that  the portfolio should be developed 

initially on a limited scale. 

(J)    Other delegates urged more caution.     Some partici pa*«o 

felt that  it would be premature to establish 

extensive machinery to promote projects at a cental 

point before many developing countries had developed 

•tatúate machinery of their own for preparing 

suitable project reports.    However,   strong sentiment 

«a« expressed to the effect that this should not be 

a reason to prevent the establishment of the 

portfolio for the few developing countries that are ia 

a position to oupply such project report«. 
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(4) fWre mi general fsslin« that th« content of th« 

Of the brief project reports presented to prospective 

investors should contain enough infor.nation to enable 

the« to make a decision in principle regarding their 

interest  in the projects.    The majority of the 

participants favoured brief project reports;  however, 

the importance of presenting extensive details on 

the potential market was strongly emphasized. 

(5) Some of the participants suggested that a standard 

form for the brief project reports should be used 

by all developing countries.    If requested to do so, 

UHIDO could assist  these countries in preparing these 

reports.    The  information collected could be useful 

for the promotion of specific projects through direct 

and confidential contacts, as well as for dissemination 

to potenti il  sources of investment and financing. 

(I)    There was widespread support for  the idea expressed by 

the representative of the .Jorld Bank Group and the 

representatives of other sources of financing that a 

list of possible sources of funds  for specific 

countries and/or industries be collected and 

eirculated to interested developing countries. 

The UNIDO secretariat  informed the participants that 

• directory on external sources of financing,  as 

»»ell as a list of industrialists  in developed 

countries,  was in the process of preparation. 

liimr statement by the executive director of UNIDO 

Is his concluding statement, Mr.   Abdel-Rahmn,   executive 

Mroctor of UNDO,  reminded the group that UNIDO had been urged to 

%• action-oriented and to concentrate on direct assistance to the 

enveloping countries.     The present meeting met  those requirements. 

II represented an approach new to the  United Nations.    UNIDO would 

atteeipt to develop that approach, and  it seemed desirable that the 

•sthod be institutionalised, with a «ore formi procedure and widsr 
«presentation. 

<•) 
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Th« promotion of industrial investment was not an easy task. 

The fact that a project was sound did not necessarily mean that it 

would find financing.     Each project required individual attention 

by the developing country concerned^ by the investor, and by UNIDO. 

Reformulation of projects would often be required.    UNIDO naturally 

could not be an active party in direct negotiations, and it had 

rightly been pointed out  that UNIDO's intervention must end at a 

certain poinl, so that   the two parties could make their own decisions 

without  outside  interference.    UNIDO's role was  that of a catalyst. 

In the field of investment promotion, which was merely the 

culminating element in a series of activities undertaken by the 

organization,  UNIDO would co-operate with regional  economic commission» 

and regional development banks.     He realized  that  the meeting would 

lsad to requests for follow-up action, and he was confident  that 

WIDO would be able  to cope with those requests.     The difficulties 

faced at  the present   time in the promotion of projects were 

undeniable, but they must be an incentive for more strenuous 

•fforts,   in which UNIDO would endeavour to do  its share.    He thanked 

ths participants for their attendance, and for their co-opsration with 
UHIDO. 
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State—nt at the Meeting by Mr.  F. L« Quay 
•lrsctor of the Industrial Policies and Programing Pivlit<» 

I am extremely happy  to welcome you to this  meeting on behalf of 

the "bcecutive  Director of UNIDO,  who is away from Vienna at  the moment. 

We are very grateful  to you for your participation in this meeting. 

It  is  moat eneo »raging to  see how warmly you have  responded  to our 

invitation and to find that  so many of you have  come to help us devis« 

suitable means of promoting industrial   investment  in the developing 

countries. 

We  believe that UNIDO can make a useful contribution to the 

solution of this  important  problem.    We  have no  ready-made  ideas on 

this subject  because we feel  experience and practice are more 

important than theory.    We are counting on your assistance at  this 

•••ting in establishing clearer and more effective guidelines for 

action. 

We also hope that this meeting will  provide an appropriate 

framework for a dialogue,and will foster contact3 between those who 

provide capita],and those who receive capital and know-how from 

abroad with the aim of promoting investment in the industries of 

developing countries. 

To this end,  we should like to keep this meeting as informal 

as possible,and to avoid statements of principle and dogmatic 

speeches. 

This meeting is taking place at a particularly opportune moment. 

The developing countries are endeavouring to build up a modern 

industrial society,   based on the broad economic and social 

infrastructure that was established during the  1950's and in the 

early 1900's.    They plan to devote a larger share of their internal 

and external resources to more directly productive activities. 

The presence at this meeting of representatives of the United 

Rations Development Programme,and the World Bank prove that a 

number of developing countries have indeed reached a new phase in 

their progress towards industrialization.    These two agencies have 

seen of considerable help in establishing the social and economic 

infrastructure of a number of developing countries over the years» 
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WMO la very fortune« to have the benefit «f their «xperleme« at 
thi» meeting. 

There is no need to point out that th« developing countries 

theewelve« bear full responsibility for th« decisions that must b« 

taken regarding their industrialisation process - the course it 

should take,  the various stages  involved and the over-all 

industrialization policy.    All   investment efforts must  be  harmonised 

within the scheme of priorities that each country has decided to set 

for i*.' national development.     Naturally the mobilization of domestic 

resources is vitally important.     However,  it has now been established 

that  in most developing countries the rate of savings is  lower than 

th« rate of investment necessary for maintaining a satisfactory pao« 

of economic growth; at the same time,  foreign-exchange earnings in 

these countries,are not sufficient  to cover their external 
expenditure. 

Consequently,   it  is generally acknowledged that during the «arly 

stages of economic development,   outside capital will be needed to 

bridge the present gap between the rates of investment,and saving« in 

those countries,and also the gap between their earnings, and their 

expenditure of foreign exchange. 

The great majority of the developing countries hav« expressed 

a wt«h to receive assistance from both,public and private  foreign 

enterprises,in order to attain their industrial development goals. 

Increasing the flow of external financing is not the only reaaon 

for contributing foreign resources to development.    An even more 

important objective is to transfer know-how,and examples of modern 

management and technology in action.     Indeed,   this is essential if 

effective and competitive industrial enterprises are  to be  set up 

in the developing countries.    Moreover,   it would not be amiss to 

point out  that,  generally speaking,  efforts undertaken by foreign 

enterprises in developing countries pay considerable dividends, 

financially and otherwise. 

However, even though the developing countries and the souro«« of 

•rternal financing have generally recognized the principle of mutual 

advantage,  the actual flow of capital is still insufficient. 
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fMi probi«« ha« b««n a «atter of int«rn*tion»l concern for Many 

fmrtfand ha« b««n the subject of discussions both within th« Unit«d 

iations,and in other international,and national circles.    At the «an« 

ti»»,  both multilateral and bilateral measures are being taken to 

©r«^nise,and develop a movement for the transfer of capital and know- 

no** from the industrialized to the developing countries.    Effort« ar« 

also being made to increase the actual earnings that developing 

Countries derive from their exports. 

Thi« is the macro-economic approach,  which was naturally 

considered first when broaching the problem of transferring capital 

And know-how from industrialized to developing countries.    The 

organisation and progress of this transfer are studied at the world- 

wide,  international and national  levels.    This approach is still 

quite valid.     But  there  is reason to believe that, although less 

•»bitious in terms of its quantitative results,  wide-scale application 

of the micro-economic approach, aimed at promoting the transfer of 

capital and know-how from industrialized to developing countries at 

th« level of specific projects,  would be a useful means of 

supplementing macro-economic action.    Many developing countries hav« 

industrial projects that are economically,   financially and technically 

f•••ible,and consequently,  adequate promotion of the investment and 

financing of such projects would help to further the necessary 

transfer. 

One of the major deficiencies is the  lack of programmes, 

practical means,and new techniques, for the active and  systematic 

promotion of investment,  that is,   identification and preparation of 

economically profitable and commercially advantageous projects (in 

kooping with the priorities established under the national plan) and 

knowledge of competent foreign (or domestic)   enterprises and,  where 

necessary,  of additional  sources of financing. 

The United Nations General Assembly has shown its awareness of this 

deficiency.     In its resolution 2152 (XXl)   it  stated that UNIDO should 

undertake  "assistance,  at  the request of Governments of developing 

countries,  in obtaining external financing for specific industrial 

projects,  by giving guidance in the preparation of requests,   by 

providing information on the terms and conditions of the various 

financing agencies, and by advising, the financing agencies on the 

technical and economic soundness of the projects submitted for 
financing". 
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To rssniy the previously «entioned deficiency, UtflDO has set 

«p * procréenme entitled "Industrial   Investment Promotion Service»". 

This programme is designed to provide an institutional  framework for 

solving the problems that developing countries are encountering in the 

systematic promotion of  industrial  investment. 

To stimulate the flow of investment to their industries, the 

developing countries have to deal with a number of problems, some 

of which are: 

(1) Creation of a favourable climate to encourage national 

and foreign investments} 

(2) Identification of  investment opportunities; 

(3) Preparation of pre-inventment studies; 

(4) Preparation of technical and economic feasibility studies) 

(5) Drafting of project  reports that can be put  to praotioal 

use; 

(6) Promotion of the "sale" of project reports to potential 

financial, and technical partners within the country, and 

abroad. 

UNIDO is helping developing countries to solve these problems in 

several ways:     it  ir, helping  them to set up and improve  their 

investment promotion machinery:     it  in helping them to train personnel 

in the te-îhniques of industrial   investment  piomotion:     and it is also 

providing the services of advisers competent  in the field of industrial 

investment promotion.     These  experts work in close co-operation with 

investment promotion.centres in developing countries where they exist. 

Thin past and present experience has brought into focus the need 

to concentrate our efforts on specific industrial projects and to have 

clearer ideas concerning the orientation and organization of IFIDO's 

assistance in this field. 

The process has to be envi raged in several stages: 

(1) The assembling of data and documentation on specific 

industrial projects,  which is a preprequisite for any 

decision by financiers or investors; 

(2) Preliminary contacts with the financiers and investors 

most likely to be  interested in particular projects; 

(3) The organization of meetings with financiers and investors 

to negotiate specific agreements.    UNTDO can finance 

Missions organized  jointly with a country requesting its 

assistance in carrying on such negotiations. 
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to «ay, when co-operating in the promotion of •pacific 

ts, tWIDO will take into full account the general policy 

by    a    specific country with respect to external  financing. 

We have already embarked on this task.    We feel,  horever,   that 

unaided efforts will not  be sufficient to ensure its successful 

•©•plstion.    That  is why we have convened this meeting.     In order to 

Verify,  improve and clearly define the approach that UN TUO has 

Adopted in assisting developing countries at the specific project 

level, we have decided to submit our ideas to a select group of 

qualified representatives of both the developed,and the developing 

oountries. 

Wt plan to conduct this test  in two ways: 

(1) E|y submitting for your consideration a small number of 

short and quite pragmatic papers and asking your opinion 

on the approach that we are contemplating; 

(2) 3y putting this approach immediately into practice by 

organizing small working groups on specific projects. 

The agenda for the meeting has been drawn up with these 

principles in mind.    Naturally any suggestions or counter-proposals 

ooncerning the agenda items will be quite welcome. 

The first aspect of our work does not call for lengthy comment. 

I should merely like to say that we are keenly aware of the store of 

skills and experience that has been accumulated by you as a group. 

',/• shall try to arrange the meetings in such a way as to ensure that 

this experience can be expressed as freely, and as fully as possible. 

I should like to add a few comments on the second aspect of this 

Msting, to which we plan to devote two entire afternoons.    Naturally 

w« would not presume to expect that,  under such conditions, we shall 

OS able to arrive at concrete agreements,  as this would call for a 

different time schedule and environment;   but we do believe that  these 

working groups can be very important as a forum for case studies. 

To ensure that the working groups are as effective as possible, 

w* have asked participants to prepare in advance specific information 

in the field of investment promotion. 

We have asked representatives from the developing countries to 

provide information on industrial projects that have already boon 

identified and which, in their opinion,  need to be helped along by 
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•«tali« f inane in« and know-how. 

We have aaked delegates representing th« larga financing afane iti 

ta come to the meeting with information on th« typ« of projects th«y 

would like to promote. 

Th« working group meetings we propose to organize are a preliminary 

•xpariment designed to  initiate discussion on specific projects between 

the representatives of developing countries,and representatives of 

large financing agencies.     The results of this experiment will be of 

halp in assessing the performance of UNIDO's programme for investment 

promotion at the level   of specific projects. 

Allow me once again  to express my gratitude.    Businessmen and 

Government officials are very busy people, and we greatly appreciate 

your willingness to devote a few days of your precious time to 

working with us. 

Opening Statement by Mr. Roberto Heurtemotte 
Chairman of the Meeting; 

Gentlemen,   first of all  I wish to thank all of you for th« 

oonfidence that you have placed in my person in this hard fought 

election.    My designation by a narrow margin over a worthy opponent 

has left me full of emotion and gratitude to all of you.    I am alao 

vary grateful   to the organizers of this meeting for inviting the 

united Nations  Development Programme (UNDP) to participate actively 

in the meeting.    The UNDP has long been concerned with the need for all 

international organizations to take whatever steps are within their 

power to promote industrial  investment  in the developing countries. 

Ha have been experimenting with a number of techniques for doing this 

over a period of years.     This meeting is one of the latest attempts 

to find the right techniques for effective investment promotion.     I 

would propose therefore that this meeting be conducted with all th« 

informality that characterized the recent election and that we try 

to establish a dialogue among the participants that will result 

in useful discussions of the problems on hand.     We will do our best to 

encourage the active participation of all representatives in order to 

make this meeting a success, as it represents UNIDO»s newest effort in 

bringing together those forces that must work together.    Mr. Abdel- 

Maguid r«c«ntly organised a very successful investment promotion 
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traíais* esvN in Me* York, and we hop* this meeting «ill here 

il or greater SUCCeSB. 

The UNDP was organized in order to speed investment in industrial 

projects in the developing countries.    Over the past ten years we have 

been making efforts in this direction.    One might think at  first that 

industrial  investments in the developing world would be very easy to 

promote       In fact, at one time,   it was a common assumption that 

investment opportunities were abundant  in developing countries 

because of the shortage of capital,   low wages, and expectations of 

higher returns.  A more realistic appraisal of the prevailing economie 

conditions indicated  that  the exploitation of many of the resources 

Of the developing countries was not  immediately feasible because of 

lack of  information.    We also found that the climate for industrial 

development was missing in most developing countries,    efficient 

communications and transportation networks were very rare and tha 

power supply was usually inadequate.     Banking and financing 

facilities were insufficient,and there were bad systems of maintenance, 

as well as a lack of skilled labour and of the proper training 

institutions for management.    These obstacles became apparent to us 

quiokly and helped establish the basis for our plan of work. 

The UNDP has spent many years assessing the natural resources 

la developing countries which may provi*« the raw materials for 

industrialization.    We have worked closely for many years with the 

World Bank,and other organizations within the United Nations family 

to assist in building up the infrastructure of industry.    Mostly, we 

have been attempting to create the institutions that will produce 

•killed labour, good public administrât ion,and effective management. 

Me have produced over the years approximately 900 pre-investment 

projects in all sectors of industry,  each one representing over 

US$2 million.    We have promoted nearly US$2 thousand million of 

investment mostly in projects concerned with power,transport, 

infrastructure, and agriculture.     An inadequate amount of this 

investment has been in industry.     We are therefore concerned with 

intensifying the efforts of international organizations to produce 

a growing volume of industries in the developing countries.    This 

problem seems more difficult at present because some five years ago 

development capital seamed to be available in adequate amounts.    We 

recall that the World Bank and the Inter-American B&nk, two 

institutions with resources for financing, were in search of projects, 
and projects were in short supply.    At  that time any viable project 
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oo«lá fina adequate financing. Th« nvirn i* tro« today, low 

capital is in short supply and these very institutions have before 

the« a pipeline of well-studied, viable projects that are far in 

•xoess of anything that they, as institutions of public finance, can 

consider or finance. This then places a burden on all of us to 

produce attractive, viable projects that will appeal to the non- 

public institutions, to the private sector, or to other institutions 

regardlese of the political system that ma/ be adopted by a country, 

or the type of capital it wants to import, or export. The entire 

process will depend on the viability of the specific project,and its 

attractiveness to potential investors. At a time when public funds 

are decreasing it is unrealistic for us to believe that we are going 

to be allocated larger amounts of money which would place a direct 

burden on taxpayers. Whenever there is a shortage of money, our task 

is to produce better projects, and more attractive feasibility studies. 

This meeting is the result of many efforts to direct private sources 

of investment towards the financing of projects in developing 

countries. Other  similar   attempts are the meetings of the co- 

operative committee of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 

United Nations (FAO), where representatives of the international 

private sector meet with members of the FAO to look at the projects 

which are being prodi-ceri, and determine which ones they are interested 

in,and which ones they could actually finance.  The FAO also studies 

the proposed work in order to adapt it to the actual needs of the 

international private sector and private companies in international 

operations. We have found, in the course of our work, that many of 

the UNTJF projects have produced unsatisfactory feasibility studies. 

Many times investors have looked at feasibility studies and found that 

the marketing studies were inadequate or that the availability of 

skilled labour had not been taken into consideration.  The UNDP has 

decided to finance projects with feasibility gaps, provided there 

is a potential investor interested in the project. These feasibility 

studies will take into special consideration the particular needs of 

the investor. 

This problem should be taken into consideration by this meeting. 

In the private discussions that will take place, and during the study 

of specific industries, it would be a miracle if we found that all 

the feasibility studies were to the liking,and fulfilled all the 

requirements of the potential investors. This is the feasibility gasp 
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tfcftt eu« into view so clearly in our relation« with the FAO 

industry «roup, and which should be considered by this group.    We 

are interested in financing these feasibility gap projects  through 

OTIIÖO, but at the same  time wt are  thinking of narrowing these 

activities in the  future BO  that  each new project undertaken in 

developing countries will  have a clearer,and more specific  definition 

Of investment  requirements.     These projects would affect all  the 

potential  industries  in developing countries because  they could be 

taken into consideration by  their governments during presentation of 

Industrial  programmes to the UNDP. 

I wish to express the great   interest of the United Nationt 

Development Programme,  and of all   the United Fations organizations,   in 

the problem of finding the right   investor for the right investment 

in developing countries,     ie feel  that finding a solution to this 

problem is the most  important step we can take towards the  economic 

•tability of the entire world.     We  feel  confident  that this  meeting 

will  succeed in providing some useful  suggestions,   if not  outright 

•olutions,  to this  significant problem. 

I would like  to repeat  my previous  statement to  the effect that 

I would like to encourage a very  informal dialogue among the 

participants to assure that all aspects of this important matter ara 
properly discussed. 
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1»   Opminf Misión 

1.    Machinery and techniques of industrial investment 
promotion in developing countries 

3.    Promotion of industrial  investment at the project level 

4»    The establishment of a portfolio of project reports on 
investment opportunities  in developing countries, 
facilities available  in developed countries and the 
tichange of information between delegates from developing 
countries aiming at the promotion of industrial   investment 

5.    The role of UNIDO 
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ITRIAL «VESTMEHT PBOMOTIOW 3SRYICTB 

Brief Outline of the Programme 

y 

Introduction 

The proposed meeting in Vienna on investment promotion is part 

of UNIDO's programme on Industrial Investment Promotion Services. 

The main purpose of the meeting is to develop contacts, and to 

stimulate a dialogue between developed and developing countries for 

furthering co-operation among them in the field of industrial 

investment  promotion.    It  is  intended to base  this dialogue on 

•pacific proposals emanating from either developed or developing 

countries. 

It would also discuss:     (l)  machinery and techniques of 

industrial   investment promotion in developing countries;   (2) 

promotion of  industrial  investment at the project  level;  (3)  the 

•stablishment of portfolio of project reports on  investment 

opportunities in developing countries,   facilities available in 

developed countries, and the exchange of information between 

delegates  from developing and developed countries aiming at the 

promotion of  industrial   investment,  and (4)   the  role oi' UNIDO. 

Machinery and  techniques for industrial  investment promotion in 
developing countries 

Under this item it  ia proposed to centre the discussion on how 

to improve  the effectiveness of investment-promotion institutions 

and techniques  in developing countries. 

The discussion will deal with various aspects of running 

investment  promotion institutions both at home and abroad,  such as: 

(l) objectives and functions,   (2)  organization and (3)  operations. 

UNIDO's role of assisting in the eetablishment of new investment 

promotion  institutions or improving existing ones would be also 

discussed. 

Promotion of  industrial  investment at the project  level 

UNIDO has developed a programme of offering acsistance to 

developing; countries in promoting specific  industrial projects. 

This is a new approach to th« problem of stimulating the flow of 
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oepital and know-how from developed countries to developing countries. 

International effort  in the past has emphasized the "macro" 

Approach to this question; attention has been focused primarily on 

stimulating the aggregate flow.    Promotion of industrial investment 

at the level of specific projects has received relatively speaking 
less emphasis than it  deserved. 

Specifically,   the programme of assistance at project level 

oonaists of:     (l)  preparation of files for presentation to sources 

Of investment and/or  financing;   (2)   preparation and organization of 

first contacts with appropriate sources and (3)   financing of joint 

missions consisting of representatives from a requesting developing 

country and from UNIDO to approach these sources,and negotiate the 

terms of financing and/or investment  for specific  industrial projects. 

The form of financing could be the supply of credit for specific 

projects,  the creation of joint ventures,or direct  foreign investment. 

Sstablishment of a portfolio of project reports on investment 
opportunities in developing countries,   facilities available in 
developed countries, and the exchange of information between 
delegates from developed,and developing countries.aiming at the 
promotion of  industrial   investment 

Under this  item  the discussion would centre on  issues involved 

in the conversion of  investment opportunities in developing countries 
into tangible projects. 

It is proposed to ascertain the views of the delegates on the 

advisability of UNIDO  preparing a portfolio of project reports to 

be available for the  benefit of prospective investors. 

It  is also proposed to discuss whether UNIDO should prepare some 

kind of portfolio,or roster of specific offers of investment from 
developed countries. 

There would be discussion on ways of locating foreign investors. 

The meeting would express views on the advisability of UNIDO 

establishing and maintaining an up-to-date list of foreign investors, 

categorized by industries of their interest. 

The delegates from developed countries would inform the meeting 

on what services are available in their respective countries. 

It is hoped that such exchange of information will help to 

establish useful contacts that may lead to actual investment in 

developing countries. 
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PROGRAMME OF WORK 

Morning: 9.30-10.30 

10.30-12.30 

if   \ 

Afternoon* 2.30-3.00 

3.00-5.30 

6.30-8.30 

Twtdajr.  24 September 

Morning 9.30-10.00 

10.00-12.30 

Registration 

Opening Session 

(a) Address by Mr. P. Le Quay, Director 
Division for Industrial Polioies and 
Programming. 

(b) Election of Chairman and Vice-chairmen 

(c) Statement of the Chairman 

HRIÎAK 

(d) Introductory Statement by Mr. C. Akhras 
Chief, Industrial Policies and 
Industrial Financing Section 

(e) Agenda 

(f) Organizational matters, including 
procedures 

Registration for ad hoc Meetings 

Agenda Item (2): Machinery and techniques 
of industrial investment promotion in 
developing countries 

(a) Introduction by a staff member of UNIDO 

(b) Discussion 

K?T5AK 

(c) Discussion (continued) 

(d) Summing-up 

Cocktail Reception by the Executive Direotor 
at UNIDO Headquarters 

Registration for ad hoc Meetings 

Agenda Item (3):    Promotion of Industrial 
Investment at the project level 

(a) Introduction by a staff member of UNIDO 

(b) Discussion 

(c) Summing-up 
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Afternoon: 2.00-2.30 

2.30-6.00 

6.30-8.30 

Wednesday. 25 September 

Iteming: 9.30-10.00 

10.00-12.30 

Afternoon:       2.30-6.00 

Thursday. 26 September 

Morning:   10.00-12.00 

Afternoon:       2.30.-4.00 

Registration for ad hoc Meetings 

Holding of ad hoc Meetings between 
interested parties as registered 

Cocktail Reception at Hotel Imperial, 
by Girozentrale und Bank der Österreichischem 
•Sparkassen Aktiengesellschaft 

Registration for ad hoc Meetings 

Agenda Item (4):    The establishment of a 
portfolio of project reports on investment 
opportunities in developing countries 

(a)    Introduction by a staff member of UNITO 

(h)    Discussion 

(c)    Summing-up 

Holding of ad hoc Meetings between interested 
parties as registered 

Agenda Item (5):    The Role of UNIDO 

(a) Introduction by a staff member of UNIDO 

(b) Discussion 

(c) Summing-up 

Conclusion and suggestions for follow-up 
action 
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Deputy Representative to UNIDO 
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Argentine Embassy, 
Vienna 

AUSTRIA 

Mr. Georg Obernbreit 
Director, Foreign Department 

Mr. Heinrich Palme, 
Senior Manager 

Mr. Hanns H. Kramberg, 
Deputy Foreign Manager 

FSLniUM 

Creditanstalt-Bankverein, 
Vienna 

österreichische Länderbank A.O., 
Vienna 

Mr. W. Monfils 
Inspector Cenerai 

BRAZIL 

Mr. Joaquim de Carvalho, 
Co-ordinator of the Industrial 
Sector and General Secretary 
of the Fund for Studies and 
Projects (FIN13P) 

Offloe Belge du C 
Brussels 

roe Extérieur, 

Ministry of Planning, 
Rio de Janeiro 

CHINA 

Mr. Kuo-chu Toh, 
Teohnioal Counsellor for 
economic Affairs 

Mr. Charles Z Yeo, 
Senior Specialist 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Dr. Prantisuk Korbel, 
Head of Department 

DENMARK 

Mr. Mogens Wandel-Petersen, 
Managing Direotor 

ETHIOPIA 

Permanent Mission of the Republio 
of China to the United Nations, 
Geneva 

Industrial Development and Investment 
Centre,  Council for International 
Economic Co-operation and Development, 
Taipei 

Ministry of Foreign Trade, 
Prague 

The Industrialisation Fund for 
Developing   Countries, Copenhagen 

Mr. Habte-Mariam W. Michael 
Controller 

Ethiopian Investment Corporation S.C., 
Addis Ababa 
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FTORAL REPUBLIC OF QTiKMANY 

Mr. Adolph Woermann, 
Assistant Manager 

Dr. Willi F.  L. ^nge]., 
Director, 
Development Banks Department 

FRANCE 

Mr. M. de Couet, 
Assistant Director 

Mr. Roland Chabrux, 
Consulting engineer 

GHANA 

Mr. J.  S.   ^doo, 
Chief Projects Officer 

Mr. Spyros Nonicas, 
Director 

INDIA 

Mr. K.  Balachandran, 
Joint Secretary to the Government 
of India 

Mr. P. C. Nayak, 
Resident Director 

IRAN 

Mr. Behnam Bazargani, 
Director 

ISRAEL 

Mr. Moshe Nathaniel, 
Deputy Director 

ITALY 

Mr. Enrico Vampa, 
Deputy Central Manager, 
Internationa Division 

Dr. Mario Bissi, 
Foreign Department 

IVORY COAST 

Germany Development Company 
Cologne 

Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau 
Frankfurt 

Caisse Centrale de Coopération 
'üconomique, Paris 

Banque de Paris et des Pays Bas 
Paris 

Ministry of Industries, Aoora 

Ministry of Co-ordination, Äthans 

Ministry of Industrial Development 
New Delhi 

Indian Investment Centre, 
Dusseldorf 

Investment Promotion Centre 
Ministry of Economy, Tehran 

Investment Centre, Ministry of Conmeroe 
and Industry, Jerusalem 

Banca Nazionale del Lavoro 
Rome 

Istituto Mobiliare Italiano 
Rome 

Mr. Sibi, 
Director 

Mr. Abou Doumbia, 
Director 

Centre for the Promotion of 
Ivorian Enterprises, Abidjan 

Industrial Development Bureau 
Ministry of Planning, Abidjan 
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Ir. James Maina, 
'Sxecutive Director 

Nr. G. M. Matheka, 
Assistant Director of Industrie« 

Industrial and Commercial 
Development Corporation, Nairobi 

Ministry of Commerce and Industry, 
Nairobi 

MALAYSIA 

Mr. Osman Bin Sham, 
Director 

Dr. Heinz Rudolph, 
Director 

Mr. Mohamed Zain, 
Head of Division 

Industry and Commerce Division, Council 
of Trust for the Indigenous People, 
Kuala Lumpur 

Federal Industrial Development Authority, 
Kuala Lumpur 

Division of Industrial Planning, 
Federal Industrial Development 
Authority, Kuala Lumpur 

Mr. Alfred J. Baldacchino, 
Market Research Officer 

Malta Development Corporation, 
Ta Xbiex 

N3THERLANDC 

Mr. Isaac F, LeLdjesdorff, 
Assistant Managing Director 

NIGERIA 

Mr. G. 0. Obatoyinbo, 
Director 

The National Investment Bank, 
The Hague 

Investment Information and Promotion 
Centre, Federal Ministry of Industries, 
Lagos 

PAKISTAN 

Mr. S. N. Haq, 
Deputy Director General 

Department of Investment Promotion 
and Supplies, Ministry of Industrias, 
Karachi 

THE PHILIPPINES 

Mr. Wilfredo V. Vega, 
Assistant Secretary for Economic 
Affairs 

Mr. Edgardo L.  Tordesillas, 
Vice-Chairman,  Board of 
Governors 

Department of Foreign Affairs, 
Manila 

Board of Investment, 
Rizal 

POLAND 

Mr. Adrzej Szczepanczyk, 
Senior Counsellor 

Mr. Wladyslaw Matkowski, 
Deputy Director 

Ministry of Foreign Trade, 
Warsaw 

CEXOP, Warsaw 
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Mr. Majib N'Daw, 
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SINGAPORE 
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Director, Office for Europe 
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Singapore Economic Development Board, 
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Investment Promotion Centre, 
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General Managers1 Assistant 

Barclays Bank D.C.O., 
London 

Mr. M. G. Beresford, 
Assistant Cashier 
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Joint Counsellor 

Mr. Hans Neuffer, 
Project Manager 

Mr. Konvad Rats, 
Assistant Secretary 

Mr. Viktor Sertio 

Mr. 7. L. Singer, 
Sals« Department 

Mr. Stanicky 

Mr. Misait Stroutel, 
Salas 

Elin-tMion A.O. 
Vienna, Austria 

Simmer ing-Cra«~Pauker A.O., 
Vienna,  Austria 

Association Suisse des Banquiers, 
Basle,   Switzerland 

Semperit,   Österreichische Amerikanisemt 
Gummiwerke  A.C.,  Vienna,  Austria 

Credi tans ta lt-Bankvere in, 
Vienna,   Austria 

Schiffswerft Linz A.C., 
Lins,  Austria 

österreichisch;  Invest it ionskredit A.O», 
Vienna,   Austria 

Wiener Schwachstromwerke Ces.m.b.H., 
Vienna,  Austria 

Österreichische  Industrieverwaltungs 
•mbH,  Vienna,  Austria 

Schiffswerft Korneuberg A.n., 
Weidling,   AuBtria 

Österreichische  IndustrieverwaltunfS A.O., 
Vienna,       Austria 

Osterreichische IndustrieverwaltunfS, 
GmbH,   Vienna,  Austria 

Office Belge du Commerce extérieur, 
Brussels,   Belgium 

Anger Plastic-Verarbeitungsmaschinen 
GmbH and Co. KG, 
Vienna,  Austria 

Fachverband der Maschinenindustrie, 
Vienna,  Austria 

Association Internationale pour la 
Promotion et  la Protection das 
invest i ssementa privés en Territoire« 
trangers,   Geneva 

Vbest  - Lina/Donau 
Vienna,   Austria 

Osterreichi sehe Alpine 
Montangese 11 schaf t, 
Vienna,  Austria 

Osterreichische Industrls^MisBltvJsJi 
Tisana, Austria 
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Raited nation« Industrial DsvsloB-nt Or^niutlo« 

Rr* F. Le Quay 

Rr* C. Akhras 

Mr. V. I. Alamula 

Mr« K. Adusei-Pok» 

to. It. Lint 

Director, Division for Industrial* 
Policías and Programming 

Chief,  Industrial Policía« and 
Industrial Financing Section 

Officer-in-Charge, Meeting on 
Industrial Investment Pronotion 
Service» 

Industrial Development Offioer 

Industrial Development Offioer 

Oaltsd Mations Dsvlorsmnt Protrai 

Rr* ••torto Heurtemntte 

Rr* ''ranco Luoca 

Associate Administrator, 
UNDP, United Kations. Mew Torti 
economic  ".ffairs Officer 

Rr* Juan A. Prado Senior Industry Division* 
World Bank, Washington 

91mfT iUtratarH)! 9lsrHti»»tlon» 

Rr. Mjm/srechts 

Rr. Pieter 

Principal Administrator, 
Cosmi» s ion des Communautés 3uropé«*)»s« 
(CTS),  Brussels 

Dirsctor, 
Business and Industrial Advisory 
Cosaittee, 
Paris 
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IJ/WO. 22/l/Rev. 1      \genda and brief outline of programme 

I. Issue papers 

These papers relate to items of the agenda and will be used for 
discussion. 

ID/WO.22/13 The organization and operation of an investment 
promotion centre:    issues and alternatives 

Iü/WG.22/20 Promotion of the transfer of capital and 
technology from the industrialized to the 
developing countries,  at  the level of the project 

ID/WO.22/22 The establishment of a portfolio of project 
reports on industrial  investment opportunities 
in developing countries 

ID/WO.22/23 The role of UNIDO:    current operations and 
suggestions for future action 

II. Selected industrial projects 

ID/WO.22/26                         India 

ID/WG.22/24 Iran 

ID/WO.22/16 Malaysia 

ID/VJG. 22/14 Nigeria 

ID/UG.22/17 Pakistan 

ID/WG.22/18 Philippines 

ID/lJG. 22/19 Thailand 

ro/WG.22/25 Organizations and suggested procedures for 
the ad hoc meetings 

III. Background papers 

ID/WG.22/2 Structure and scopo of investment promotion 
agencies for developing countries 

ID/WG.22/3 Model for an investment  information manual 

ID/WG.22/4 Checklist of project  information 

ID/WG.22/5 Checklist for project  investments 

ID/l/G.22/6 Illustrative forms of historical and proforna 
financial statements and related papers 

ID/WG.22/7 Selection of a prospective investing 
corporation - India's approach 
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H/WG.22/8 Evaluation of industrial investment 
opportunities 

ID/WO. 22/9 A case study in a foreign industrial 
investment venture 

ID/WO.22/IO Organization and operation of an investment 
promotion agency - the Indian experience 

ID/WO.22/II Capital sources and finance:     what the bankers 
will want to know 

ID/WG.22/12 A scheme for sub-regional industrial promotion 
oentres in Africa 

ID/WO.22/21 The investment promotion function and the UNDP 
pre-investment activity 
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ANITO 5.    UNIDO'« ACTIVITI3S IN THE INSTITUTIONAL. TRAININO 

AND ADVISORY FIELDS 
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UHIDO realizes the need of the developing countries for, and 

the importance to them of,   properly established and adequately 

•taf fed investment promotion machinery/'aiding the transfer of 

oapital and know-how from the industrialized countries. 

To this end, UNIDO provides assistance to developing countries: 

A. Por the establishment of new investment promotion machinery 

or the improvement    of the operation of existing machinery; 

B. Por the training of nationals of developing countries in 

the techniques of investment promotion. 

These two areas of UNIDO assistance are outlined below. 

A.    Assistance in establishing or improving machinery 
for investment promotion 

UNIDO can help developing countries with respect to investment 

promotion machinery in two ways:     it can assist them to evaluate, and 

improve the operation of the machinery already existing or it can help 

in the establishment of new machinery in individual countries or in 

a group of countries. 

Existing investment promotion machinery 

With respect to existing investment promotion machinery, UNIDO 

oan: 

(1) Evaluate its current performance; 

(2) Suggest changes in policies; 

(3) Suggest changes in the organizational set-up| and 

(4) Suggest improvements in operational procedures* 

Hew investment promotion machinery 

Vfith respect to the establishment of new investment promotion 

machinery, UNIDO can help: 

(1) To determine the need for investment promotion machinery 

and the type of machinery to be set up; 

(2) To devise a suitable organizational set-up for investment 

promotion machinery; and 

(3) To run newly created investment promotion machinery by 

supplying experts. 

These three types of assistance in establishing new machinery 

are elaborated on the following pages. 
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(1) Determining the need for investment promotion machinery 
and the type of machinery to be set up 

UNIDO can assist developing countries in answering the fundamental 

question as to whether the setting up of investment promotion machinery 

in a particular country would be advisable in the light of the prevailing 

conditions.  If the answer to this question is affirmative, UNIDO can 

help to determine what type of investment promotion machinery should be 

created and what role it should play in evaluating projects and in 

identifying investment opportunities. UNIDO can also help to determine 

whether the investment promotion machinery should be research-oriented 

or not. 

UNIDO can also assist developing countries in deciding whether it 

would be advisable to set up investment promotion machinery on a 

regional basis, to serve a group of developing countries when a 

national set-up would be too expensive for any one of them. 

(2) Devising a suitable organizational set-up for investment 
promotion machinery 

'.Vhen the need for investment promotion machinery has been 

established, UNIDO can assist developing countries to set it up on a 

national or on a regional basis. In particular, it can help in 

drafting statutes of incorporation and rules of procedure, which will 

cover, inter alia, the following; 

(a) The scope of functions of the agency, with emphasis on 

proper identification of investment opportunities and 

preparation of studies, such as pre-investment and 

feasibility studies; 

(b) The methods of operation to be followed by the investment 

promotion agency, i.e. how it will fulfil its functions, 

through research or advertising or through the use of 

consultant or public relations firms; 

(o) The resources needed and a plan for a proper capital 

structure ; 

(d) The national and foreign sources from which resources can 

be obtained; 

(e) The organizational set-up for the investment promotion 

agency; 

(f) The organizational set-up for the agency's offices to be 

located abroad; 

(g) The type of relationship between the home office and the 
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foreign offices of the investment promotion agency, and 

the procedures to be followed by them for the expeditious 

promotion of investment projects; 

(h) The relationship between the national Oovernment (or the 

regional group) and the investment promotion agency, 

including the legal status of the agency. For example, 

should the agency be a separate and independent entity? 

Should it be an autonomous entity? should it be a 

department of the Government?  Jould it be desirable to have 

government ownership and control, or private ownership 

and control, or a mixture of both? 

(}) Operation of the newly created investment promotion agency 

The test of an investment promotion agency will depend, of 

oourse, on its successful operation. UNIDO endeavours to assure this 

(a) Providing expert advisers to assist in determining the 

appropriate policies to be followed by the agency; 

(b) Providing, under OPTCX* the services of experienced 

investment promotion experts in running the agency 

until such time as the nationals of the country or 

the countries concerned are able to assume the 

responsibilities themselves. UNIDO of course endeavours 

to spur this process through suitable training programmes 

for the nationals of developing countries. 

B. Assistance in training nationals of developing 
countries in techniques of investment promotion 

UNIDO is aware of the importance of adequately trained manpower 

for the successful operations of investment promotion machinery of 

developing countries. For this purpose, it conducts on a regular 

basis training programmes in techniques of investment promotion for 

the benefit of officials of developi nj countries. 

The programmes are designed to alert developing countries to 

the ways and means of mobilizing and channelling domestic and foreign 

investment for their industries. The topics include such questions as: 

How to identify investment opportunities; institutional 

requirements for effective mobilization of domestic 

savings; 

Problems of development of domestic entrepreneurship; 

* United Nations Programme for the Provision of Operational, executive 
and Administrative Personnel. 
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Areas where private foreign capital should be Bought; 

Instructions on establishing and operating successfully 

investment promotion machinery}   and 

Techniques of approaching a prospective investor. 

The programmes consist of a series of lectures, di emissions, 

field trips and on-the-job training in capital-exporting countries. 

Lectures are delivered by prominent industrialists,  experienced 

businessmen,   investment  experts from agencies of  developing countries, 

investment experts of international   financial institutions,  experts 

from prominent connultant firms,  professors of finance, and other 

leading authorities on the subjects. 

The lectures cover such subjects as the following: 

Creation of investment climate; 

Identification of investment opportunities; 

Building up of entrepreneurnhip; 

Institutions for mobilization of domestic savings; 

Techniques for mobilization of domontic savings; 

Attracting foreign investment - problems and proopeots; 

Presentation of projects; 

Location of investors and financiers; 

Techniques and tools of industrial investment promotion; and 

Organization and operation problems of investment promotion 

machinery. 

At the conclusion of lectures,   trainees are   given on-the-job 

training at established investment  promotion agencies    of developing 

countries.    There they observe at ^irst hand the   procedures involved 

in the promotion of investment in specific projects. 

ASSISTANCE IN SECURING! TH^ SERVICES OF EXPERT ADVISERS 

At the request of developing countries, UNIDO provides expert 

advisers to assist them in meeting problems regarding investment 

promotion,  such as: 

Creation of investment climate; 
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Ximtifioation of investment opportunities; 

Organizational set-up for investment promotion machinery) 

Determination of the scope of functions of investment promotion 

agencies; 

Making of plans of operations for investment promotion agencie«} 

Operating an investment  promotion agency during the initial 

years; 

Institution and implementation of incentive policies for 

promoting investment; and 

Location of appropriate  investors or financiers, 

HOW TO OBTAIN UNIDO*5 ASSISTANCE 

Developing countries can avail  themselves of UNIDO'S assistane« 

vita respect tu industrial  investment promotion by presenting an 

•fficial  request to UNIDO through the Resident Representative of the 

United Nations Development Programme in their country. 

Further information on the subject can be obtained from: 

Section for Industrial  Policies, 

Industrial Financing and Industrial  Investment Promotion, 

Division for Industrial  Policies and Programming, 

United Nations Industrial Development Organisation, Vienna. 

iS        V»V-;- 
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Liti of — lectod industrial projects discussed and 

negotiated »t »d h£ie meetingai     India.  Iran.  I«rm«l. 

Ksnra. Malaysia.  Nigeria.  Pakistan,  the Philippin««. 

Senegal and Thailand -* 

IMPÍA 

1. "ertili MP« 

2« Tractori 

3. Itoteli 

4. Automatic trancitelo« «at 

5. Universal  joints and or««« 

6. Bakery equipment 

7. T5TTT 

8. nickel cadmium re-chargeable cells 

9. Pthalic anhydride 

10. Fusite terminals for refrigeration 

11. Cinema arc carbons 

12. Watches 

13. Dry batteries 

14. Typewriters 

15. Refining china clay 

16. Fruit and vegetable product« 

17. Dairy chemicals 

18. Miscellaneous chemicals 

19. Phosgene 

20. Plant protection chemicals 

21. Seed industry 

22. Brickmaking machinery 

1251 

automotive Projects 

1, Crankshafts and camshaft« 

2, Carburettors 

3, Fuel injection pumps including fwl fati 
noiile holderemand notile« 

1/   Further informt ion is available fro« the Industrial Folioles 
and Industrial Finanein* Sectio«. 
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4*    Fttsl pomps,  oil pumps and hydraulic pumps 

%    Tir« valvas for cars,  lorries,  motorcycles and bicycles 

6. Horns,  windscreen wiper with accessories • f 

7. Starter with accessories, generators (dynamos) regulating relays, j 
ignition coils,   solenoids and  ignition distributors                                                                 | 

8. Ignition and starter switches, lighting switches, panel light ' ; 
switches, blower switches, wiper wash switches, foot dipper I 
switches,   brake  stop light  switches,   door pillar switches,  etc.                                       <? 

9. Steering wheels and accessories i 

10. Foot brakes with accessories  (master and slave cylinders,  etc.) ¡j 
and hand  brakes with accessories 

11. Clear boxes with accessories and differential units 

12. Oil  filters,  air  filters and  fuel  filters 

13. Head lamps,   tail  lamps,  fog lamps,   guard and stop lamps, 
interior  lamps,   etc. 

14. Clutches (different types with master and slave cylinders, «to«) 

Pharmaceuticals 

15« Tetracycline 

16. Ohloramphenycol 

17. Procaine 

18. Streptomycin 

19. Vitamin B - 

20. Utamin D- 

21. Vitamin C 

22. Sulphadiazine 

23. Sulphamethoxypyridaiine 

24. Sulphaguanidine 

25. Para-amino-salicyclio acid (PAS) 

Others 

26. Watches and clocks 

List of "Preferred" Branches of Industry * 

The following is a preliminary list of the branches of industry 

in which the Government of Israel is particularly interested in 

encouraging investment,  in view of their promising export potential. 

2/    Further information about investments and incentives and encouragement 
of investments can be obtained from The Investment Authority, Israel. 
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1«    Furs and leather goods (mainly fashion wear) 

2*    Irrigation equipment 

(a) Horizontal pumps 

(b) High-quality garden irrigation equipment 

3» Agricultural equipment 

4« Pood processing equipment 

5. equipment for the chemical industry 

6. equipment for bakeries 

7. Institutional kitchens 

8. Building and construction machinery and equipment 

9. Medical and hospital equipment (including dental equipment) 

10. Prosthetics and equipment for the physically disable 

11. Medical electronic equipment 

12. Laboratory equipment 

13. Pharmaceuticals,   fine chemicals and pesticides 

14« electrical equipment 

(a) Transformers 

(b) electric motors 

(c) Yielding instruments 

(d) Measuring 

13. Industrial diamond tools and hard metal tools 

16. Printing and publishing (especially of scientific material) 

17. Tools and dyes 

18. Sub-contracting in the fields of 

(a) Machining 

(b) Automotive spare parts 

Surveys of Some Preferred Branches of Industry 

19» Printing industry 

20. Medical and dental  equipment  industry 

21. leather coats industry - trends of development 

22. Manufacture of equipment  for the chemical  industry 

23. Development of the medical  electronics  industry 

24. Development of the  pesticides industry 

25. Development of the fur industry 

26. Development of the hydraulic and pneumatic industry 

27. Development of the dye-making industry 
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28.    Survey of the agricultural equipment industry 

29«    Rental housing projects 

K^WYA 

Food-processinf: industries 

1. Maize products 

2* Instant coffee processing 

3» Yeast and alcohol manufacture 

4. edible oils 

5. Vegetable processing (canning and dehydration) 

6. Bakeries 

7. Castor oil 

8. Cashew-nut processing 

9. Tea processing 

10. Chocolates and chocolate preparation 

11. Pish processing 

12. Infant foods 

Animal products 

13. Hides and skins tanning 

14« Production of all types of leather goods 

15» extension of existing meat production 

16. '\nimal foodstuff 

17. Utilization of animal waste 

18. Glues and other PV\ adhesives and emulsions 

Fisheries 

19. Lake Rudolf fisheries 

20. Deep-sea fisheries 

Wood ar.d paper products 

21. Pulp and paper mill (Broderick Falls) 

22. Particle board 

23. Chipboard 

24. Straw board 

25. Saw Mills .     *... 

26. Pencils 

27. Paper products (bags, kraft, etc) # 

28. All types of adhesive tapes 
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Agrlcultural equipment 

29. Hand tools for agriculture 

30. Mechanical equipment   including tractor« 

31. Asbestos pipes for irrigation 

32. Tea and coffee processing machinery 

Metal processing and hardware products  including household 
and sanitary appliances 

33. Steel rolling mill  for lat/thin products 

34. Machine screws 

35. Industrial steel plant;   including 

(a) r.teel foundry 

(b) Rolling mill for different shapes 

36. Non-ferrous - metal  foundry 

37. Manufacture of different metal product» 

(a) Hand-tools 

(b) Metric weights and appliances 

(c) Ceramic3 

(d) Household goods including cookers,  refrigerators and 
electric  irons 

(e) Assembly of bicycles and tricycles and appliances thereof 

(f) Cutlery 

(g) Locks of all types 

(h)    Steel tubes 

Manufacture of vehicles, vehicle parts and acceseorlee 

38. Assembly of cars,   light commercial vehicles,  buses and lorrie« 

39. Tires,  tubes and other rubber products 

40. Assembly of motorcycles and scooters 

4L Caskets 

42. Brake linings 

43. Springs and shock absorbers 

44. exhaust pipes and radiators 

45. Upholstery and interior trim 

46. Armature windings 

Manufacture of technical appliances 

47«    Pumps 

48. hydraulic equipment 

49. Milling equipment 
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Hwmfacture of different chemicals 

50« All types of insecticides 

51« Fertilizers 

52. Plastic products,  including basic granulates 

53» Caustic soda and chlorine 

54» Sulphuric acid 

55» Aluminium sulphate 

Textiles and textile accessori«» 

56»    Cotton processing 

(a) Wool processing 

(b) Nylon knitting 

(c) Rayon and other man-made fibre processing 

(d) All types of buttons and buckles 

(«)    Elastic tapes 

(f) Umbrella ansembly 

(g) Ready-made garments for ladies (outer wear) 

(h)    High-quality cardigans,  jerseys and pullovers 

Others 

J7. Manufacture of high-quality bottles and other glass oofltalMM 

}8. Manufacture of tin containers 

59« Electric bulbs 

60. Assembly of television sets 

61. Manufacture of telephonic equipment 

62. Typewriters 

63. All types of marking inks 

64* Sandpaper,   ornery paper and emery cloth 

6% Carpentry tools including hand-saws and hawsers 

66. Icecrean cups 

67. Paper punching and stapling machines 

66. Diatomite 

69» Prefabricated housing 

VM¡m 
Food Industries 

1* Jan 

2. Dehydrated molasses 

3. Chocolate and other chocolata pr« ss rat law 

4. otareh processing 
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Chemical Industries "„"iU~.: 

5. Veterinary feed concentrate 

6. Furazolidone 

7. Carbon black * 

8. Sodium chlorate 

9. High-level cisterns 

Timber Products  Industries 

10. Sliced veneer -••'- 

11. Parquet 

12. Wooden doors and windows 

13. "¿nock down furniture 

Metal engineering Industries 

14. Steel foundry complex 

15. Tin plating 

16. Hand tools 

17. Boat building and repair facilities 

18. Ancillary industries for motor assembly 

19» electrical motor assembly plant 

Rubber Products Industries 

20. Rubber gloves 

1. Cassava - starch, «ari, cattle feed 

2. Citrus and pineapple processine* 

3. Cottonseed oil extraction and cake 

4* Sugar production and cane plantation developaeat 

5. Palm oil - upgrading 

6* Rubber - upgrading and plantation developaeat 

7. Upgrading of forest products,  logging, etc 

8. Veneer and plywood production 

9« Leather - tanning and processing 

10. Furniture for export 

11. Coffee processing 

12. Textile weaving and finishing 

13« Pharmaceutical« 
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14* Snail steel rolling mill (steal sorep) 

15« Evaporateci milk 

16. Salt refining 

17. Dry cell batteries m 

18. Automobile assembly 

19^ Fish procurement and processing 

20. Groundnut oil and cake 

21. Livestock - beef and dairy 

22. Livestock feed 

23. Poultry raising 

24. Poultry feed 

25* Meat products 

26. Yeast 

27. Malt 

28. Rice milling 

29. Ginger 

30. Cashew nuts 

31. Tomato paste and juice 

32. Hood pulp for local and export Markets 

33. Jute and kenaf bags 

34. Cordage, rope, twine and manufacture of fish nets 

35» Agricultural hand tools, forged 

36. General hardware 

37. Steel pipe, welded 

38. Glass products 

39» electrical appliances, assembly and eventual Manufacture 

40. Caustic soda and chlorine derivatives 

41. Plastics and rubber fabrications 

42. Marble 

43. Sulphuric acid manufacture 

44« Alum manufacture 

45« Super phosphates 

PAKISTAN 

lixport-oriented industries 

1. Processing, canning and preservation of fruits and vegetables 

2. Catching, canning and preservation of fish and other sea foods 

3* Miscellaneous food preparations,  not elsewhere classified 

. 
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4* Cotton textiles:  spinning 

5. Cotton textiles:  weaving 

6. Cotton textiles:  finishing 

7. Jute manufactures 

8. Spooling and thread ball manufacturing 

9. Hosiery and other knitted goods 

10. Specialized textiles 

11. Footwear 

12. Ready-made garments 

13. Tanning and curing of leather 

14. Clue, gum, resins and sizing materials '« 

15. Processing of minerals * 

16. Cotton ginning and pressing -~* 

17. Wool securing and baling 

18. Jute baling 

Agro-based service  industries 

19. Tairy farming and cfeiry  products 

20. Poultry farming and poultry product» 

21. '«Jheat and grain milling 

22. Pice milling f      ,M. 

23. Bakery and biscuits 

24. Sugar .._,... ^.....     _ 

25. edible oils 

26. Tea 

27. Cigarettes 

28. Processing of tobacco 

29. Woollen and worsted textiles (spinning) 

30. Woollen and worsted textile (weaving and finishing) 

31. Writing,  printing and packing paper 

32. Packaging board 

33. Paper converting and packing 

34» Printing and publishing 

35. Cellulose  fibres 

36. Starch, glucose and other starch produot« 

37» Cement 

38. Asbestos cement products 

39. Building bricks and tiles 

.  ,„i.i-waa¿ÍÉÉáhÉfcÉ^iiM 
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40. Io« 

41. Industries based on agricultural aaá industrial ««Mtee, not 
slsewhere classified 

42* Livestock feeds 

43« 3uilding industry 

44« Hotels and motels 

45» Light engineering workshops 

46* Cold storages 

47« Dry cleaning and laundering 

48. Industries principally based on 95 P«r cent indigenous raw 
materials with foreign exchange requirement of machinery end 
equipment not exceeding 500,000 rupees 

49» Industries not elsewhere classified 

Import substitution industries 

JO. Tires and tubes including retreading 

CI. Drugs and pharmaceuticals 

52. Disinfectants,   insecticides,  pesticides,  fungicides, fumigante 
and herbicides 

53» AH sorts of fertilizers 

54. Other industrial chemicals, not elsewhere classified 

55» Carbon black 

56. Plastics 

57» Synthetic rubber 

58. Synthetic fibres 

59« Aromatics ,t 

60. Synthetic resins 

61. Other petro-chemicals 

62. Glass and glass products, all sorta 

63» Iron and steel production 

64* Aluminium production 

65. Copper production 

66. lead production 

67. Zinc production 

68. Steel foundries 

69. Steel re-rolling including corrugated ana plain g»lmnised sheets 

70. ^erro-chrome and other ferro alloys 

71. Cast iron foundries | 

72. Hand and small tools 

73. Sporting arms 

74. Metal wires (ferrous and non-ferroua) î 

75. Ball and roller bearings {] 
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fi«   Natan other than electrical 

77. Stationary and «arine dieeel engines «ai otter I,C. «agiaM 

78. Agricultural machinery and equipments 

79. Tractors and components (including power tiller« »ad tractor- 
drawn agricultural implements) 

80. All sorts of pumps and parts thereof 

81. Textile machinery,  parts and accessories 

82. Switch-gears 

83. Transformers (power and transmission) 

84*    Television receiver sets and components 

85»    Copper enamelled wire 

86. Electronic equipments and components 

87. Mechanically propelled vehicles and component« 

88. Ship repairs, building of boats and ancillary aajBlfaaata 

89. Scientific and precision instruments 

90. Fire fighting equipment 

THE PHILIPPINES 

1. Food dehydration (e.g., freeee-drylng or asawraai drying of 
fish, meat,  fruita and vegetables) 

2. Integrated tomato paste 

3. Coconut oil  (mill location should consider regional sufficiency 
of raw material supply) 

4*    Processing of coconut and by-products (desiccated coconut coir, 
briquetted or activated charcoal shell flour,   etc.    Kill location 
should consider regional sufficiency of raw material supply) 

5«    Cassava starch 

6. Cigars 

7. Bag (from jute, abaca, synthetic and/or other indigenous raw 
materials) 

8. Fully integrated ramie 

9. Leather shoes 

10. Integrated plywood plant (oonaolidation and Integration of 
processing facilitier, including preservation, for several 
concessions is encouraged) 

11. Veneer (consolidation and integration of processing facilities 
for several concessions is encouraged) 

12. Particle board (all types) 

13. Integrated pulp and taper mills 

(a) Newsprint 

(b) Other types of paper (bond, onioaakia, kvaft, tlavae, 
paperboard, etc. ) 
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14« U»C fibrs pulp (from abaca,  pinswoed, «to.) 

19« Myron 

16. Plbraboard (from baga ose,  coconut coir, cellulosae «act«) 

1?. Industrial  explosives (dynamita, blasting capa ana primara) 

18. Methanol 

19* Aamonium chloride 

10» Polyester fibres 

21. Polyethylene resins 

22. Antibiotics (penicillin ani strawtsm/aia} 

23* Benzene hexachloride 

24« Sodium tri-polyphosphate 

2% Hydrogen peroxide 

26. Metallurgical coke 

27. Bénéficiât ion of clay (for applica tie« la ••rait m • ami 
refractories) 

28. Refractories (for use in kilna,  furnaces, ovan«) 

29. Glased tiles 

30. Vitrified tiles 

31. Sanitary wares 

32. Qlass containers (bottles,  tumblers,  Jars,   tray et«.) 

33. Decorated porcelain dinnerwar« (integrated) 

34« Plain design (lines)  porcelain dirmerware 

3%    Ferro alloys (ferro-silicon,   ferro-sanganess,  firro nhrw, 
ferro-nickel) 

34«    Integrated steel mills (including iron smelting,  steel refining, 
hot rolling) 

37«    Cold rolling of flat steel  products (tin plate stock, galvanised 
iron sheets,   plain steel   sheets,  transformer steel sheets) 

38.    Aluminium smelting 

39«    Copper processing (including smelting, refining, and aecnanioal 
working) 

40. Processing of  laterite ores 

(a) Pyrometallurgioal 

(b) Chemical 

41. Manufacture and fabrication of metal prodmets ama etasr 
engineering materials* (standardised components for low-oost 
housing,   lockt-, hinges,  door handles and knobs, window fixtures, si*)*) 

42. Manufacture of oarts of machinery and equipment*   (including 
industrial,  agricultural,  automotive, construction,  mining and 
transport  machinery.     The  project applies only   to articles not 
previously manufactured and  is aimed at making complete machinas 
or equipment) 

* Manufacturing is understood to exclude purely assembly operations. 
In cases where proponents start as assembly operators, progressive 
manufacturing will  be specified  by the Board. 

J 
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41«    MtMl engines* (phased production of entire «agine) 

44«    Manufacture of agricultural machinery and implementa* (power 
tillers,  agricultural   tractor«, ploughs, rice and corn milling 
machineries, crop drying equipment,  etc.) 

45. Pump manufacturing*   (casings,  impellers,  couplings,  bushing«, 
pump engines,  hose,   etc.) 

46. Manufacture of electrical  equipment and apparatus*  (electrioal 
transmission and power distribution systems,   electronic tubes, 
rechargeable batteries,  welding apparatus,   switch    boxes, 
insulators,   electrical  installation fixtures) 

47«    Electric motors* 

48. Manufacture of communications equipment* 

49. Shipbuilding, ocean-going and inter-island vessels (including 
special vessels such as tankers, refrigeration, oattle, ore, 
chemicals, and others of similar nature) 

1. Polyvinyl chloride 

2. Calcium carbide - acetylene 

3. hydrochloric acid 

4* Ammonia 

1. Textile« and garment« - eotten alii synthetie« 

2. Pulp and paper 

3. Iron and steel - flat products and electrolytic tlafUtlaf 

4* Petrochemicals 

5. Vegetable and rice  bran oils 

6. electrical appliances 

7. agricultural machinery 

8. roundry 

9. Ceramic and sanitary wares 

10. automotive parts and accessorie« 

11. Sodium silicate 

12. later-resistant glues 

13« "ood canning 

14. Cement,   lime and gypsum-based building product« 

Manufacturing is understood to exclude purely assembly op irati on«. 
In oases where proponents «tart as assembly operators, progre««ive 
•maufacturing will be specified by the Board. 
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ii 

principal "issue papers" presentid to the meeting 
M fenekfround for the discussion »re reproduced in 
Pmrt II| as follows: 

1*       The organization and operation of an investment 
promotion centre:    Issues and alternatives 

2«      Promotion of the transfer of capital and technology 
from the industrialized to the developing countries, 
at the level  of the project 

J.      The establishment of a portfolio of project reporta 
on industrial   investment opportunities in 
developing countries 

4.      The role of UK IDO.    Current operations and 
•uffestions for futur« action 

i 

|  • 

i i 

¡1 
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X.   BR Mmiuim MP onguTion m AM iwrrsmrr ntmonm 
El    ISTOS8 m ALTUWATIYTO 
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Tmbl« of Confnti 

ÙÊESÉÈBUSIIi 

I.     Th« Pr«-r«qui«it« Condition« for an «ffootiv* anA «ffieUnt 

W«tion»l Promotional effort 

II,      Th« Organization of Centre« on a Singl« Nation or a Multi- 

Nation basis 

III*      Objectives and Function« 

IT.      Organisation 

1.      Th« relationship between an Investment Promotion Cost*« M 

National Government. 

(i)     Department of National Oovernment 

(ii)     Autonomous Covernmental Body 

(ill)    Semi-Autonomous Body 

(iv)    Non-Oovernmental  Body 

t«      Til« composition of Policy-making Bony 

Jt      Th« Personnel of a Centr« 

4«      Resource« 

f»      Th« Office Abroad 

1. Th« choice of suitable location abroad 

2. The relationship between Home Off le« and Foreign OfflOO 

?I.      Promotional Techniques used by an Investment Promotion Contro. 

1.      Techniques used in the performance of th« Information 

Function: 

(l)    Brochures 

(ii)    Identification of Investment Opportvnitlo« ft« 

Foreign Investors 

(ili)    Publication of Newsletter« 

(iv)    Newspaper Advertisements 

I«      Techniques used in performing Operational Funetion« 

(l)    Locating a prospective foreign investor 

(ll)     Sponsoring of ad hoc Meetings 

(111)    establishment of Advisory Committees abroan to 

help foreign branches 

(lv)    Sponsoring tour« of foreigner« to homo country. 
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Introdnotlon 

î% ia gviMTklly recognised that In oritr to ace«l«rat« tn» 

injinatrialisation of developing countri«« the inflow of external 

f*JMlsro«a as a supplement to the domestic resources of these 

«MNHtri«« must  be stimulated. 

Ert«rnal  financing could be supplied in th- form of a loan 

•r as «quity investment.    The latter could be either portfolio ©r 

Airoet.     Direct equity investment  includes different  forma of joint 

ventures between foreign and domestic capital. 

Many developing countries have made  systematic  effort« to 

stimulate the  flow of foreign equity  investment and know-how into 

tnair industries.    These efforts  include  the creation of a climat« 

•endueive to investment,   the establishment of a specialised 

•nehinary to encourage  investment and the development of various 

techniques for promoting it. 

This specialized machinery is generally called the investment 

tion centra, agency,   or department.     It is believed that it 

achieve substantial results in a relatively short tina and at 

law east. 

Th« purpoae of this papar is to rais« th« issu«« faoed by 

enveloping countries  in th« organisation and operation of 

investment promotion centras and to list  the various alternative«. 

Th«»« issues are raised  in order to provoke discussions among 

th« participants at  thin meeting and to elicit   their opinions and 

•xnsriances in this respect.     The   issues  pertain to: 

(a)    The pre-requisites for an effective and efficient 
national promotional effort; 

(»)    Th« organisation of centres on a national or a nultl- 
national  basis; 

(•)    Objectives and functions; 

(A)    Organization; 

(•}    Techniques used in th« operation of an lnvnataent 
pronotion c«ntr«. 
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ww+vymarrs FOR AN WOTITH WP wiciurr 
NATIONAL PROMOTIONAL ^PTOffT 

A» a first pre-requisite  for a successful promotional effort, a 

4oveloping country should have a national policy of welcoming 

foreign investment,  and a favourable  investment climate established 

through the creation of an appropriate  legal   framework. 

It Bhould have a weH-defined industrial  investment progremme 

that  specifies the  terms under which foreign  investors can 

participate in its industrialization programme. 

It should clearly identify the types of industrie« in which 

foreign investment  ics preferred. 

It  should also provide data about  its  natural  resources and 

industrial  infrastructure,   including the available labour foroe. 

The above set of requirements should be implemented before any 

•ffeetive and efficient promotional effort   is launched. 

TH:> ORGANIZATION OF CMTPT; ON A NATIONAL 
OR A HULTINATI0K1L BASIS 

In most developing countries,  investment promotion centres 

•re established on a national   basis.     However,  national  investment 

promut ion centres are costly, and usually beyond the means of 

semi 1er countries. 

It has been suggested,   therefore,    that  investment promotion 

eontres could be established for a group of countries.    Such a 

question has been raised in reference to the  African countries,and 

• ócheme for sub-regional  investment promotion centres has been 

prepared by the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, 

The issue under consideration is whether it is feasible from a 

practical point of view to establish an investment promotion centro 

oerving more than one country. 

ORTiCTIVIS  ANB FUNCTIONS 

When the establishment of a centre is under discussion, a 

ftejeiaaental question arises as to the scope of its activities. 

Should it engage in all  types of activities,   such as the 

Identification of investment opportunities and their implementation? 
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Such n wide »cope would include:    (a) the identification of 

invertieent opportunities;   (b) the preparation of technical and 

economic feasibility studies;   (c)  the preparation of bankable 

project reports; and (d)   the "sale" of these reports to 

prospective  investors. 

Or should an investment promotion centre's activities be 

confined to promotion only (i.e., confine itself to "selling" 

bankable project reports to prospective investor:)? 

A number of functions,  however, are implicit   in the very 

nature of an investment promotion centre.    They can be summarised ats 

(a)    Creation of a reference  library and collateral  service» 

relating    to foreign  investment,   including: 

(i)    Current  data on production,   trade,   markets,  labour, 

resources,   utilities,  etc.; 

(ii)    Economic,   financial,  and social policies of the 

government; 

(ill)    Data on domestic industrial and banking facilities 

and institutions; 

(iv)    laws and regulations  bearing on foreign investment} 

(v)    Information on firms operating in  the country. 

(•)    Surveys of current possibilities for foreign investment 

and brief case  studies on feasibility of  particular 

industries. 

(e)    Advice to domestic  businessmen on attracting foreign 

ospitai,and the  techniques for doing so,   through: 

(i)    Assistance in preparing prospectuses of their plana} 

(ii)    Contacting potential foreign  investors on their behalf. 

(d)    Assistance to potential foreign investors  by: 

(i)    Informing them about  policies,  programmes and current 

views pertaining to foreign  investment; 

(ii)    Arranging contacts for them with business and 

government ; 

(iii)    Acting on their behalf with government agencies; 

(iv)    Clarifying and mediating difference^ in the 

investor's and government's approach to a particular 

project; 

(v)    Helping them obtain necessary permit« and licenoea. 
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I«)    Tartensive publicity abroad regarding investment opportunities 

and general political and economic condition« in the country. 

(t)    Approaches to particular business groups and businessmen 

abroad, with a view  to getting them to invest in the 

country. 

(f)    Creation of a climate conducive to foreign investment hyj 

(i)    Calling the government's attention to obstacle« 

hindering      flow of investment fund«; 

(ii)    Suggesting ways of simplifying procedures. 

(a)    Maintenance of close contact with government official» 

concerned with foreign investment. 

This list of functions is by no means exhaustive but rather 

represents the generally accepted scope of activities for a 

National investment promotion centre. 

ORGANIZATION 

Several important issues arise in connexion with the plaaniaf 

•f M investment promotion centre in a developing country.    The«« 

pertain to:     (a) th« relationship between an investment promotion 

«entre and a national government}  (b)   the composition of policy- 

Baking bodies}  (c)  the personnel of the centre; and (dy  resource«. 

The relationship between an investment  promotion centre 
and a national government 

The exact relationship between an  investment promotion centre 

•mi a national government  varies from country to country,  depending 

M the political philosophy,and national  objectives of each country. 

For the purposes of this discussion,  however,   four types of 

relationships can be envisaged.    They are discussed below. 

BUP*"*"* of a national government 

An investment  promotion centre can be one of th« department« «f 

a national  government. 

There are several advantages in this form of organisation,   such 

Mi 

(a)    It has ready accessibility to the policy-making bodi«« of 

th« government; 

(h)    II could render advice to the government directly} and 

(e)    The statements  issued by such an investment promotion 
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Muir« can be taken as Authentic declarations of 

governmental decisions. 

are also a number of disadvantages, such as: 

(a) the smooth operation of an investment promotion oentre 

«ay be hindered by government bureaucracy and red tape; 

(b) foreign investors may be wary of dealing with a government 

department ; 

(o) the officials of an investment promotion centre may be 

chary of having free discussions with potential investors, 

as their statements may be interpreted as commitments of 

the government; and 

(é) the officials of the centre may not like to make any 

commitments without prior approval and clearance from 

higher levels. 

A«t—omous governmental body 

An investment promotion centre oan he an autonomous body, free 

from interference by the governments in its day-to-day operations. 

Some people are afraid that such a centre may be handicapped 

beoause it has to work within the general limits set by the 

government, and thus its efficiency would depend on the extent of 

these limits. Perhaps this would be a good form of organisation 

for a centre if it were given wide discretionary powers in ite 

conduct. 

3—i-»utonomous body 

An investment promotion centre could be a semi-autonomous body. 

This form of organisation ie a iiybrid between a government department 

and an autonomous board. Of course, it would also work within the 

framework of policies set by national governments. 

The advantages of this form of organization would be that its 

officials could hold discussions and develop a dialogue with 

foreign investors without having to get approval and clearance in 

advance from national governments; also, a foreign :nvestor may 

find the atmosphere within the centre to be more oongenial than that 

of a government department. 
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fte «ffMtiWMM of sueh MI investment promotion centre   1« 

directly related to the degree of confidence placed on it by * 

national Government.    Its officials should maintain a close liaison 

with the government and keep well informed on its policy. 

^on-governmental  body 

In investment promotion centre can be also a completely non- 

governmental  body.    For instance,  it can be established by chamber« 

of commerce and other institutions in the private sector of a 

country. 

In such a case, it would only become an institution ancillary 

to the existing institutions in the private sector. It would lack 

the degree of authority implicit in other forms of organization. 

The composition of policy-making bodies 

The composition of the policy-making body of an investment 

promotion centre plays an important part  in inspiring confidence 

on the part of foreign investors, and in widening its sphere of 

influence  in a national  government. 

A policy-making body should be based on a wide variety of 

economic interests.    It should have representatives fromi 

(a) Different  segments of industries; 

(b) Existing foreign ventures; 

(c) Financial  institutions; and 

(d) High-level government officials. 

The personnel of the centre 

In selecting personnel  to manage an investment promotion centre, 

it should always be borne in mind that the centre is a businee« 

organization whose business is to "sell" to foreign investors the 

investment climate and other attractions of the country sponsoring it, 

Thus,  the chief executive of an investment promotion centre 

should have either business experience or an industrial background. 

Preferably,  he  should come from the private sector of a country's 

economy,  or have been closely associated with it during his career. 

Usually, academic economists are not ideal candidates for this 

position because they are not normally as business-minded as career 

business executives. 

Similar considerations should be borne in mind in selecting 

ether personnel. 
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Resources 

ta investment promotion centre is mainly « »ervlce 
Lut ion and, as such,  it has to offer most of its servie«« 

fr«e of oharge. 

It« resources are mainly grants from national governments or froa 

private institutions.     In some cases,  foreign-aid programmes of 

oapital-exporting countries could be uBed to finance a part of the 

expenses of an investment promotion centre,  especially in the 

initial stages.    This would apply especially to the foreign- 

exchange cost. 

THE OFFICI! ABROAD 

Two important considerations which should be borne in mind in 

the establishment and operation of an investment promotion oentr« 

abroad are:    (a)    the choice of suitable location; and (b) the 

relationship between home office and foreign office. 

The choice of suitable  location 

The location of a foreign office is very important and it 

should be carefully considered.    Such offices should be located 

in capital-exporting countries which are either centrally planned 

or organized on a private-enterprise basis.    Generally speaking, 

these offices could be advantageously located in financial and 

industrial centres,  rather than in national capitals. 

The relationship between home office and foreign office 

It is important for an investment promotion centre to have a 

continuous two-way communication between its home office and its 

foreign office. 

This could be carried out in several ways.    For example,  it 

could be done by daily reports giving information on discussions 

already held or about to be held with potential  investors.    It may 

be advisable to send monthly reports to the home office on the 

economic conditions prevailing in the capital-exporting country where 

the centre's foreign branch is located. 

PROMOTIONAL TXTPJI^IPIS UTT) IN Tifi OP^ATION OF AN 
irri:iTTT~ïïfr PPOHOTION OTTOT? 

The two basic functions of an investment promotion centr« ar«: 
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ía) to supply information to prospective inventor»; awl (b) to 

induce them to invent in the developing country concerned.    For 

analytical  purposes,  the first may be called an information 

function and the  necond an operational  function.    Of course,   there 

is a great  deal of overlapping between the two,  and in practice 

it may not  bo  possible  to differentiate clearly between them. 

A number of techniques have been developed by investment 

promotion centren to carry out these functions.    They are briefly 

described here. 

Techniques used in the performance of the information function 

These techniques can be described as:     (a)  distribution of 

brochures;     (b)   identification of investment opportunities for 

foreign investors;  (c)  publication of newsletters; and (d)  newspaper 

advertisements and the hiring of consultants in public relations. 

Distribution of brochures 

One of the techniques used in the distribution of information 

is the circulation of a series of brochures giving reliable 

information on subjects which are of special interest to foreign 

investors,   such as the investment promotion centre itself,   its 

objectives and functions,   the names  of its officers and their 

telephone numbers, the address of the offices,   the procedures to 

be followed,   etc.    They can also apprise foreign investors on the 

laws and regulations regarding the protection of their capital, 

the repatriation of profits,  the  incorporation of companies,   the 

relevant  tax formalities,  details of  taxation rates,  etc.     It  is 

also desirable to print  folders with the basic  facts and figures 

of the domestic economies which are  of particular interest to 

foreign investors. 

Identification of investment oppor unities for foreign investors 

An efficiently operated investment promotion centre would 

indicate  in advance (without waiting for any particular foreign 

investor to appear on the scene)   the  specific investment areas 

available  to foreign  investors. 

The distribution of "fact sheets" highlighting the investment 

opportunities available to foreign investors in specific industrial 

fields may also be conducive to generating interest on the part of 

foreign investors who have specialized in those fields,    '.lith 
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respect io a particular industry, such "faot sheets" should 

describe briefly the current and anticipated future demand for 

the product, any targets established by the government or any 

statutory authority concerned with an increase in capacity,  the 

value of current imports, and the specific scope available for 

foreign know-how and capital.    Once a foreign investor has shown 

serious interest in a project,   the investment  promotion centre 

can assist him in drawing up detailed project  reports.    The 

foreign investor must work closely with the centre to ensure that 

the project report  is tailor-made to his specific needs. 

Publication of newsletters 

The printing of periodical newsletters and the presentation of 

factual  information on the current developments in the domestic 

economy by means of pamphlets,  brochures,  or other media are very 

useful.     Such newsletters provide prospective entrepreneurs with 

up-to-date information on various projects and al30  serve  to 

explain in simple terms recent government policies and procedures 

relating to industrial development in general and foreign 

investment in particular.    These newsletters  should present case 

studies of successful  joint ventures as advertisements for 

attracting foreign investment,   and should also inform foreign 

entrepreneurs of the experiences of other foreign investors 

operating in the developing country. 

The compilation of a comprehensive mailing list is vital for 

the effective distribution of newsletters.     Also,  they should be 

addressed, whenever possible,  to the executive concerned with 

foreign investment  in the foreign corporation. 

Newspaper advertisements and the hiring of consultants in public relation» 

In investment  promotion centre with sufficient financial means 

can also place advertisements in newspapers and hire consultants 

in public relations.     It may be advisable for the management of an 

investment promotion centre to have close contacts with the editors 

of important newspapers and professional  periodicals so that they 

cam be assisted in the publication of articles of topical  interest 

to foreign investors.    Publishing special supplements,  particularly 

in important foreign financial  papers,   is also very useful. 

Techniques used in the performance of the operational function 

The technianies UBed for carrying out this function can be: 
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(a)  locating prospective foreign investor«;  (b) sponsoring ad hoo 

meetings;  (c) establishing advisory committees abroad to help 

foreign branches;  and (d)   sponsoring tours of foreigners to the 

home country. 

Locating prospective foreign investors 

The task of matching a project proposal with the appropriate 

foreign  investor in one of the most important functions of an 

investment promotion centra.     It  is also a great test of its 

efficiency because a great deal  of time and effort could be 

wasted in fruitless correspondence and search. 

Since conditions vary from country to country,  and the 

requirements of individual projects are different in each case, 

no predetermined rules are necessary,  but  in all cases the 

approach would involve two basic  steps: 

(a) The  identification of corporations engaged in the 

industry  in question; 

(b) The isolation,   from among the larger groups,   of a 

small number of corporations who would be interested 

and willing to provide the assistance required. 

The information on the above points can be obtained from the 

following sources:     (a)  reference directories;   (b) manufacturers 

and trade associations;   (c) banks;   (d)  government agencies of 

capital-exporting countries;   (e)   consultants; and (f) advertisements. 

Sponsoring ad hoc meetings 

Briefing sessions for businessmen in capital-exporting 

countries are also a good method of publicity and have  the added 

advantage that  foreign private  investors can discuss their 

problems in their own country with responsible and well-informed 

officials of the  investment promotion centre,     ouch discussions 

can cover a wide area,   including the market  for various  products, 

the  taxation policy of the government,  the  scope for foreign 

private-sector investment,   the  extent and nature of price controls, 

if any,   the national  government's approach of foreign collaboration 

agreements,   the  various  sites available for industrial   development, 

local  staffing and managerial   problems,   if any,  the procedural 

formalities for establishing industrial enterprises in the country, 

etc.     These discussions help foreign investors to understand the 

conditions prevailing in the developing country. 
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latablishing advisory committees abroad to help foreign branches 

Some investment promotion centres have formed local advisory 

committees in important industrial centres of the capital- 

exporting country in which they are located in order to further 

their aim.    Groups of prominent businessmen,  bankers,   investment 

houses,   economists,  and industrialists in several key industrial 

concentrations are invited  Lo join these committees and to 

assist the investment promotion centre  in a purely honorary 

capacity,  by providing valuable guidance  in the implementation 

of the centre's objectives.    These committees meet periodically 

to hear visiting dignitaries from the home country and to offer 

suggestions of  their own.     They function as a source  of informed 

opinion  to foreign businessmen on investment climate  in the 

developing country concerned,  thus serving as a link between the 

investment promotion centre and potential  foreign investors. 

The value of their advice lies in the free expression of their 

views on the policies and procedures in  the developing country 

concerned.    These committees are frequently more effective in 

creating a favourable investment climate  for the developing 

country  than the investment  promotion centre  itself. 

Sponsoring tours of foreigners to the home country 

Another useful   device  in investment  promotion is to sponsor 

visits of delegations of foreign businessmen,   industrialists, 

bankers,   etc.,   to the developing country.    The principal objective 

of such a programme  is to enable foreign  investors to make their 

personal assessment  nf the investment climate in the developing 

country.    Personal contacts with local business interests could 

also be conducive to the establishment  of joint ventures.    The 

programme can also bring together the members of foreign delegations 

and the appropriate government officials  so that they can have a 

better and clearer understanding of government policies and 

procedures regarding foreign investment.     In sponsoring such 

business delegations,   it is essential to ensure that  the members 

selected are fully representative of all   industrial  intereste in 

their home country.     It is useful to give representation to the 

chambers of commerce and financial institutions, and sometimes even 

to the government officials from capi tal-exporting countries dealing 

with aid policies. 
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II.     PROMOTION OF THE TRANSFER OF CAPITAL  AND TECHNOLOGY FROM 

THE INDUSTRIALIZED TO THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.    \T THE 

LEVEL OF THE PROJECT 
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ligation of the currant my« of preaetiitff **• \namtw 

•f aaaital and technology fr?« the induatrialised to the develeplaf 

eenmtrlee reveals that: 

(a)    This promotion  is generally treated,   both   in conception 

and in practice,  at the global   level  rather than at the 

level of the projeetj 

(h)    The lack of facilities and proerán»*e to promote the 

transfer of capital and   technology  between  developed an4 

developing countrie«  is  often  neglected or even ignorée. 

There exist  in a  number of developing countries   industrial 

arajeete that are viable economically,   financially and technioallyi 

hwt in order to transform them into operating enterprises,  adequate 

proewtion is needed to  interest  foreign  sources of  investment or 

financing. 

The object  of this paper is  to consider issues arising fro« tike 

proewtion of the  transfer of capital and  technology   from the 

industrial ited  to the developing countries at  the  level of the project. 

The issues raised will   he grouped as follows; 

(a)    Definition of the concept of promotion at   the level of the 

project} 

(»)    Problems posed  by  the   implementation of this  techni<nâ« ef 

promotion at  the   level   of the  project; 

(•)    Procedures for the implementation of  the prográmate» 

PSriNITION OF- THE COW ¿TT •;(' I1 -('HPT TON »T ""HE' 
LEVEL OF THE  F w)JF''T 

The) promotion at  the   level   of  the  project   is the action-oriente* 

technique of organizing an!   implementing  the  transfer of capital and 

technology from the  industrialized  to the developing countries on the 

bmaia of  individual   industrial   projects.     The  projects to be  promoted 

are sslected according to certain  criteria from those   that  have been 

previously identified.     A  decisive criteria would he  that  the economic, 

financial, and technical  viability of the projectt selected for 

proewtion should be established by a preliminary feasibility study. 
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T» eonform with ih« policy of ti» raeisioat eraatry M ti» 

laportation of capital and technolofy, and th« da« i rad fora of 

«••iotance, three forma of promotion can h« conoidarad: 

(a) Promotion in the form of a credit, euch as a lonf-tor» 

loan or other financing facilities (e.g., an export 

credit). This type of promotion provide« external 

financing for locally owned industrial project«, whether 

pi ivate or public.  It is suitable for countries whose 

policies favour local ownership of industrial enterprise«, 

whether private or public. 

(b) Promotion of joint-venture enterprises which associate 

domestic and foreign capital. This formula is often 

preferred by countries whose need for foreign know-how - 

whether technical, managerial or marketing - is gr«at«r 

than their need for external financing. 

(c) Promotion of direct foreign investment.-* 

Th« first form (promotion of external financing in ti» fora •$* 

ft cr«dit) can serve all countries. The last two form« of 

promotion can only be considered for developing countri«« whor« ih» 

investment policy and climate are favourable to participation by 

foreign capital in the country's industrial development.  Tn 

practice, the main difference between these last two forms is th« 

«ire and nature of the foreign contribution and ownership.  Th« 

choice between the three forms of promotion is a function of th« 

project itself and a matter of preference on the part of the 

recipient country, the local entrepreneur, and the external source« 

of investment or financing. 

Promo+ion at the level of the project, regardless of th« for«, 

consists of: 

(a) Collection and compilation of the information which an 

investor or financier needs in order to make a dscioio» 

in principle about his potential interest in th« 

proposed project; 

(b) Location of appropriate sources of investment or 

financing; submission of the «elected project« to tao« 

and the stimulation of their interest; 

(e) Assistance in initiating a dialogue between the two 

interested parties, developing it, and orienting it 

towards a positive result based on a balanced reciprocity 

l/ That is, investment which results in foreign ownership of asset« 
in the developing country. 
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•f iatcresta. 

Tats tentati« definiti— af priai ti— at UM la—1 ef the 

pr*>e«t ls made to facilitât« dise«—ion of the eiMtft by 

•artleipaats.    It  ia hoped that the discueeion at tlM a—tiag will 

and finaliae   this definition. 

ffign OF FROMOTIQWTT mg L^L arM'rmjwx 

implementation of promotion at  ti» lavai of tha projeet 

• «umber of probi«*»}   th« contribution of tha meting in 

—lrlng theee problems will   b« particularly important.    To 

facilitât« discussion,   these  problema will  be grouped according te 

tha principal   elements involved in this promotion,  namelys     tha 

project,  the  investor or financier, and tha promoter. 

atltctlon of projects 

The project  is the axis of tha concept ion of tha prosati— 

proposed here.    Therefore,  one of tha first questions to be raised 

When considering its implementation Is whether this promotion shouli 

necee—rily be salective and, a« a conaeo^ience, whether conaiderati— 

ahould be fiven only  to those  industrial   project« which meet  tha 

«onditione faneraily  required  by  the  investor or financier,  as wall 

as by the recipient country.    Therefore,  what ar« the criteria for 

•election, and what order of prioritiee should be established for 

thaaa criteria?    Should it  be »freed,   for example,   that  this 

•election reconciles two kinds of considerations: 

—iy those       0f the viability and profitability of the project 

it—If? 

Should this promotion bu confined  exclusively to those identifica 

industrial projects whose viability ha a  been establiehad by at 

least a preliminary feasibility study''    Or should it  include 

assistance with the identification of projacta,and tha preparetioa 

of feasibility studies on these projects?    Some people claim that 

tha identification of industrial  projects and atudiea of their 

eoonomic,  financial and technical feaeibility is lacking in 

developing countriea.    Conaequently,   they consider that thaaa two 

phaw ©f the  industrial  investment process should be covered by 

the pro—tie* programme.    Others, while attaching «qual 
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«• ih« iaantification of industrial projoct« and to the study of 

their feasibility and profitability, believe that these phases 

Should be the subject of a separate programme and that the 

promotion of foreign investment or external  financing should be 

United to projects already identified and established as viable.-' 

As the promotion of  the transfer of capital and know-how at 

the level of the project  is supplementary  to international and 

bilateral action in this field, one can consider that it would 

•»elude those  projects already benefiting from such action. 

Which projects should be promoted:     public,   semi-public,  or 

private?      Should this promotion cover the  three project categorie»? 

The size of  the  project to be promoted may also be considered 

a» a criterium for  selection.    Gome people  feel  that large project» 

•re generally given sufficient publicity and that the investor or 

financier interested in such projects often takes the initiative 

of expressing interest directly to the party concerned.    As a 

reeult,  therefore,   this promotion should be confined to medium- 

•oale projects and,  when appropriate,  to small-scale project« 

likely to interest a potential partner,  and to arrive at sufficiently 

elt»r criteria for making a distinction between the two.    Suggestion» 

fro« participants will  be particularly welconw on this point. 

Lastly,   insofar as tJNTDO is concerned,   it  must be clearly 

»Bderstood that  since  the organization's activities extend only to 

MM Manufacturing industry, only projects  for this sector could 

»•«•fit from its promotion programme. 

It is generally accepted that the  success of promotion will 

étpani to a large extent upon the selection of projects to be 

pro«»ted; a good project will always find an interested party, 

whather he is    an investor or a financier.     The definition of a 

food project may vary according to the vewpoint from which th« 

project is being considered, by whom it  is being considered, and 

why it is being evaluated,    "or example,   the  investor will see it 

from a different point of view than the financier.    It is generally 

accepted that although a financier always ascertains the feasibility 

•f a project before deciding to finance  it,   the eventual failure of 

th« enterprise will  have  less serious  implications for him than for 

• partner in the  investment,  since the  financier generally covers 

•i» risks with sufficient  security before granting finance  i'or the  projatt. 
2/    Identification of  industrial  projects and  the study of their 

feasibility are  the  subject of a  separate   programmo of assistance 
by UM I TX) to developing countries. 
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Thmn is general agreement, however, that all projects should 

fulfil a certain number of conditions to ensure a minimum of success. 

Amonf these conditions,  the security of the investment or financing, 

and the  economic,  financial and technical feasibility of the project, 

are of first importance in the eyes of the foreign investor or 
financier. 

Locating a foreign investor or financier 

The  second phase  in the process of promoting an industrial 

project   is the "nelling" of the project  to an investor, a partner 

or a financier.    How can appropriate  sources of investment  or 

financing be  identified?    How can those  sources most  likely to be 

interested  in the project  be located?    How can an adequate 

presentation of the project be assured?    Participants will  no 

doubt  provide the answers  to these questions. 

As  explained above,   the object of the promotion may vary both 

according to the policy of the recipient country and to the needs 

of the  project itself - financing,   joint venture,  or direct 

investment.    Should a distinction be made between sources of 

financing and sources of investment?    Is  it realistic to try and 

make this distinction?    Do not the activities of certain 

institutions sometimes cover both financing and investment? 

Should international and regional   institutions be considered 

among the potential sources of financing or investment?    Or 

should the search for appropriata sources be confined to development 

banks and other financing agencies specializing in long-term credit, 

to investment companies,  and to manufacturers exporting capital 

equipment  financed by export credits or in other waysT*'Should 

investment or financing be  sought from all possible sources, 

whether public,  private or mixed,   or should a selection be made 

among these?    If so,  based on what criteria? 

It  would be unsuitable to try to provide here even an 

incomplete list of the potential  sources.    Howevwr, a discussion 

of the respective roles of some of these sources is extremely 

important  for the implementation of the  promotional  techniques 

proposed here.    The success of this promotion depends to a great 

¿/    Financing under a bilateral agreement between states is not 
considered part of the promotion proposed here. 
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extent on the interest of potential investors and, consequently, 

on their contribution to the external financing of industrial 

projects considered feasible economically,   financially and 

technically. 

The provision of financial assistance by United Nations 

organizations whose activities extend to the financing of industrial 

projects in developing countries  is generally decided upon and 

implemented at  the  level  of the  project.    Consequently,  UMIDO's 

assistance  in this field should be oriented towards other sources, 

particularly those  sources which are outside  the established 

"circuit" for industrial financing and investment  in developing 

countries. 

With thitì in mind, UNIDO will develop its programme for the 

promotion of the external financing of industrial  projects in 

developing countries in close collaboration with other United 

Nations organizations,  especially with the United Nations Development 

Programme,  whose financial assistance has been particularly important 

in the field of pre-investment.     Therefore,   UNIDO's programme will 

supplement the UNDP's activities by promoting industrial projects 

for which feasibility studies have been financed by UNDP. 

Collaboration between the World Bank Group and UNIDO can be 

equally well developed by presenting to the World Bank Group 

identified industrial projects studied and promoted with UNIDO's 

assistance. 

In the  industrialized countries,  the large development banks 

nay have their own promotion services for the identification, 

selection and study of specific industrial projects in developing 

oountries.     However, close collaboration between these banks and 

UNIDO could widen the possibilities of promoting the financing of 

these projects.    Any concrete proposals which the representatives 

of the banks    present at this meeting may make for the organization 

and the development of this collaboration will be particularly 

appreciated.    Other proposals for the implementation of such 

collaboration will be suggested later in this paper. 

Some people may feel that UNIDO's efforts would be particularly 

useful in supplementing the action of medium-sized institutions in 

the industrialized countries who can provide long-term financing. 

These institution» are generally not well equipped for the identification 
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of industrial projects in the developing countries, and their 

interests and financing possibilities are better suited to the 

needs of medium-scale industrial projects.    This also applies to 

the manufacturers and exporters of industrial  equipment whose 

facilities for identifying and selecting industrial projects in 

developing countries are relatively limited.     The participants 

will be able to th±*ow light on these questions. 

The wide network of contacts between the banks and the various 

branches of industry and finance should enable  the banks - even the 
4/ 

commercial banks •*   - to contribute actively  to the  location of 

possible  investors or financiers and to  the  establishment of 

appropriate contacts with them.     This activity can be carried out 

regardless of any potential   interest  the  banks may have in financing 

or investing in any given project.    Thus,   despite the fact that the 

nature of their financial resources does not allow commercial banks 

to participate actively in the financing of industrial investment 

in developing countries,  they could play an important role in the 

process of industrial  investment  promotion.     Tn many canos,   this 

process will  give rise to  some operations which are of direct 

interest  to the banks.    The  contribution of bank representatives in 

defining their role  in the  field of industrial  investment  promotion, 

and the possible forms which their collaboration might take,  will 

bo particularly appreciated. 

It may be worth pointing out  that  the confidential nature of 

any promotion operation at  least  in the  initial stages of the 

promotion process emphasizes the value of the role which the bank« 

can play in this field. 

The promoter 

What is the role of the promoter of an industrial project? 

Who can most efficiently carry it out? 

Is the role of the promoter of an industrial project similar 

to the role of the promoter of a new commercial product on the 

market?    Does he identify the industrial project, or is he the 

person who locates a possible "b'iyer"  (investor,  partner or 

financier)  for the project?    Does he contact  the "buyer",  submit 

the project to him,   sound out his interest in it, and stimulate 

this interest to the point where the "buyer" himself expresses 

enough interest to ensure that contacts are established 

4/    Clearing banks,  etc. 
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»nd negotiations started between the interested parties? 

Can this promotion be carried out by the local entrepreneur 

himself  (if he  exists),  by a specialized national agency  (such as 

a promotion centre or an indur;trial bank),  or sometimes by a 

national  or foreign  intermediary  or an  international  agency? 

What are the  respective roles of national and international agencies 

in this field? 

To make up for lack of local promoters,   to assist developing 

countries in their efforts to promote the transfer of capital and 

technology from industrialized countries,  and also to supplement 

international and bilateral  action in this field,  UNIDO has 

conceived and '-forked out,   on a provisional  basis,  a comprehensive 

programme for the promotion of industrial investments in developing 

countries.     This  programme  include« institutional action,   the 

training of national  personnel,   an advisory  service  on the policies 

to be followed in this field,  and operational assistance at the 

project  level.    This programme  is described in a separate note 

submitted for discussion at this meeting.-2'     Only the operational 

part of the  programme is described in the present paper;   several 

procedures for the  implementation by UMIDO of the concept  of 

promotion at  the level  of the project are suggested in the 

following paragraphs. 

PROCEDURES FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAMME 

It  is  suggested that  the procedure  to be followed by UNIDO 

in the promotion at the level of the project  should be implemented 

in two phases: 

(a) A first phase of exploration and preparation; 

(b) Where the first phase gives positive results, a second 

phase to "sell" the project will be initiated. 

It is further suggested that both phases of this promotion 

•hould be carried out by staff members of UNIDO,  in order to 

•afeguard its confidential nature.    This will also make it possible 

to respond rapidly to requests for assistance submitted to UNIDO, 

by avoiding the recruitment of experts. 

¿/    See the issue paper entitled "The role of UNIDO", 
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Th« exploratory and preparatory phaae 

The first phase startB with exploratory work to confirm that 

the requesting country has industrial projects which are ready for 

promotion (i.e.,  the country has projects which have been identified 

and whose viability has been established by at least a preliminary 

study). 

In agreement with the authorities of the requesting country, 

project a would be selected among those ready for promotion, and 

an order of priority would be established. 

At the same time,   certain points must be clarified during this 

phase,   especially regarding the following questions: 

(a) Object of the promotion:     Ts  it  to obtain external 

financing,   and if  GO,  in what   form?    Or is  it  to  locate a 

foreign investor?    Tn thin case,  what  is Ve nature and 

proportion of his participation - financing,  management 

skills,  provision of know-how,   marketing skills,  etc.? 

(b) Possible preference of the recipient  country as to the 

source of financing or investment:     Nationality, 

institutional  source (bank,   investment company,  equipment 

supplier,   etc.)  and legal  status  (private or public body), 

etc.     Some  considerations may  perhaps guide or limit the 

preference  of   the requesting country. 

]f the results of  the exploratory work described above are 

positive,   the first  phase  is completed  by  further work of a 

preparatory naturo.     The object of this  preparatory work is to 

ensure that the selected projects are  presented  in an adequate way 

which is in keeping with the normal  requirements of investors or 

financiers. 

It  is suggested   that  two files should  be prepared: 

(a) A general  file on the requesting country; 

(b) An individual   file for each  project. 

The general  file   should contain a review of political, 

economic,  and other conditions prevailing in the developing 

country, and it  should give a brief description of the various 

subjects which normally  interest a financier or investor. 
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The individual file for each project should include the 
6/ 

basic information needed for its evaluation.-' 

The process of "celling" the industrial project to a financier 

or investor begins when these files have been completed. 

"Selling;" the project 

At this stage the promotion process reaches its climax. 

How should one attempt to "^ell" an industrial project from 

a developing country to an investor or a financier in an 

industrialized country? 

It in suggested that UNIDO establish contacts with banks 

and other financial institutions, as well as with professional 

organizations in capital-exporting countries, and co-operate 

with them in locating potential investors, financiers, or 

suppliers of equipment who can provide financing, know-how or 

Other services.  This co-operation may also extend to the 

•valuation of the position of the prospective financier or 

investor before he is approached and his potential interest 

aounded out. At the name time, these organizations may help 

UHIDO establish the necessary contacts with sources of finance 

or investment and prepare the way for direct negotiations between 

the interested parties. 

On the basis of this co-operation, the UNIDO staff member who 

is responsible for the promotion of specific industrial projects 

will be able to establish contacts with the identic-ed potential 

sources of investment or finance by making use of the two files 

mentioned above. He will provide these sources with any additional 

information they may need to make a decision in principle about 

the specific project. 

Interest in an industrial project on the part of a financier, 

investor, or equipment supplier should be expressed in the form 

of concrete proposals to the sponsor of the project. The 

establishment of a dialogue between the two parties will depend 

on these proposals and on the reaction they elicit on the part of 

the sponsor of the project. The promotion process will be pursued 

6/ The issue paper entitled the "Establishment of a Portfolio of 
Project reports on Industrial Investment Opportunities in 
Developing Countries" provides outlines for preparing these files. 
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in such a way as to stimulate this dialogue and maintain its 

momentum until it develops into concrete negotiations on the terms 

and conditions for investing in or financing the project. 

It is therefore suggested that the negotiations between the 

two parties should be based upon an ad hoc programme worked out by 

UNIDO in collaboration with the interested parties. 

Once the negotiations between the two parties have entered a 

constructive phase, UNIDO's assistance in the field of promotion 

will have achieved its goal. 

Additional assistance for the realization of the project, its 

organization and its operation, may be requested in other fields, 

if necessary. 

.:••% 
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1 

for improved faciliti«« «ni imnii—•• far tlM 

«Ht«* ani «y«t«natic promotion of industrial invortoisitt M 

«to projoet Imi  is widely recognised in the developing Mi 

inmustrialiied countries alike. 

A plan of action to help fill this fap has been oonoolvod. 

The proposal consiits of the development,  under international 

auspicee,  of the appropriate machinery for the promotion ef a 

world-wile portfolic of project reports on industrial  investment 

apportuniti«« in developing countries. 

More specifically,  this machiner/ could assist developing 

eountries in the preparation of repor*s on economically worthwhile 

ana commercially attractive  projects;  it could also help them 

lóente competent  foreign (and domestic)  entrepreneurs,   technical 

know-how, and finance for  the effecti/e  implementation of the 

»jects. 

One advantage of developing such a service at a central 

•mint would be that the experience gained in locating appropriata 

«•tiroes of capital and know-how in the  industrialised countries 

eould be accumulated and systematically recorded;  as a result, 

this vital  (and frequently costly) element of the  investment 

premution function might be achieved more effectively and 

«fficiently. 

The aim of this papar i« to discuss some of the importent 

issue• which generally ari«« in connexion with the organisation 

of an adequate system of investment promotion, and to elicit the 

views of participants to this meeting in this respect. 

The proposed portfolio would consist of regularly up-datsd 

project reports on potential   industrial   investment  opportunities 

in developing countries. 

The object of organizing the portfolio would b« to serve 

Interested parties in both the developing and the  industrialized 

countries.    Por the developing countries,  the portfolio could 

Include related supporting services,  in addition to the confidential 

information regarding the promotion of individual projects 

•onerlbed la too issus paper, The organisation and operation of 
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proaotion control    iimi and alternativos". 

for tao oonofit of tho industrialized countries,  th« portfolio 

oovld be classified by the types of industry with available 

lnrostment opportunities.    Potential   investors from the 

industrial i»ed countries would find in this service a central 

channel through which they could pursue  their interest in 

establishing or financing specific types of new industries in 

developing countries. 

The question arises as to whether the establishment of such 

a eentra1 portfolio of project reporta would be a useful 

Supplement to  existing channels for  investment promotion.     In 

considering this question it may be advantageous to review the 

channels through which industrial investment opportunities ara 

promoted at present. 

PI5TIWG CHANNELS FOR THE IDOTTIFICATION OF rNVBSTMiyT 
OPPORTUNITIES AND THIS NEED FOR  A NEW APPROACH 

Many manufacturing firms from industrialized countries 

Mil easily identify industrial investment opportunities in 

developing countries either because  they already have their own 

Manufacturing fácilitien  in the developing countries concerned 

Of else because  that country  is an export market for their 

products,    rurthermore,  manufacturers of plants and machinery in 

the  industrialized countries are increasingly on the  lookout  for 

HOW investment  opportunities.    These  channels,   togetler with tho 

initiative of  entrepreneurs  in the developing countries, and tho 

existence of diplomatic,   trade and other forms of representation 

of both developing and industrialized countries, contribute to 

th« identification of industrial investment opportunities, whioh 

la th« basis of the present flow of private capital  into 

industrial  projects in developing countries. 

A growing number of developing countries are creating their 

own specialized home-based investment  promotion machinery becauoo 

thoy realize that other available charnels are not sufficient by 

themselves.     Furthermore,   the more recent trend of extending tho 

national investment promotion function by creating on-the-spot 

representation can play an essential  role in developing a wider 

and more selective approach to the identification of potential 
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of technioal know-how and finance in \h» industrialised 
eountries. 

These on-the-spot contact« with potential sources of 

technical know-how and finance constitute the basis for promoting 

industrial investment at the project level. The creation of a 

portfolio of project reports is suggested for consideration as a 

natural extension of this function. 

ISSUES 

Tha issues that arise in this connexion can be grouped for 

tfca purpose of this paper under the following headings: 

(a) Advantages of establishing such a machinery; 

(b) Methods of selecting and promoting project reports} 

(o) Information to be included in a project report; 

(d) Services required to implement the approach under 
discussion in this paper; 

(•)  Institutional arrangements. 

Advantages of establishing such a machinery 

Participants are asked to consider whether the availability 

©# such a central portfolio of project reports would be of 

assistance to developing countries and to potential investors 

fro« the industrialized countries. Afeuming the service can be 

developed on an efficient basic, would it be an effective 

supplement to the national investment promotion machinery 

(including overseas representation in come casen) organized by 

the developing countries themnelves? Tf so, how many developing 

countries are likely to use the service proposed and how many 

projects would they wish to promote in this way? 

Methods of selecting and promoting project reports 

How should the central portfolio of project reports be 

developed? Should the service organizing the portfolio be 

prepared tc take into consideration any project submitted by a 

¿••»loping country, or should it be more selective? Should the 

suggestions given in the issue paper cited i-. paragraph 7 be 

considered in the selection of projects, or should all new project« 

b« investigated in their initial stages and later on when 
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«perience has been acquired? 

The answers to these questions are related to the techniques 

used in the promotion of project reports.    Should the confidential 

and selective approach be used in the promotion of individual 

projects,   or can this be supplemented by a direct-mail 

advertising approach which circulates resumes of all available 

projects among a wide range of interested parties in the 

industrialized countries?    If so,   how often should the world-wide 

list of investment opportunities be circulated (monthly,  bi- 

monthly,  or quarterly)? 

The direct-mail advertising approach has the advantage of 

potential access to a wider audience but it also has several 

disadvantages,  such as its "hit-or-miss" element and its lack 

of selectivity. 

Its success would depend on (a)  the extent to which developing 

countries were prepared to use the  service,  (b)  how carefully the 

investment opportunities were described,  (c) whether the list 

could be classified so that investors from the industrialized 

countries could easily identify projects of especial interest to 

them,   (d)  a careful  selection of recipients (mostly business 

executives)  for the mailing list,  and (e) a quick and effective 

follow-up of all the potentially  interested parties. 

The direct-mail approach ip probably best  suited for the 

promotion of a wide range of investment opportunities which are 

to be included in the national development plan of a country, 

but which are not studied in great detail.    Some of these lists 

••rely identify those gaps in the  industrial structure of the 

country which the government would like to fill;  others list 

industrial opportunities in more detail. 

Participants at the meeting might consider: 

(a) Whether such an approach is worth developing in principi«! 

(b) How much and what type of information is required to 

define an investment opportunity and attract the  interest 

of the reader; 
(o)    What type of industrial classification would businessmen 

in the industrialized countries find most easy to use: 
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th« United Nations Standard Industrial Classification, 

the Standard International Trade Classification, or 

some other type; 

(d) How frequently 3hould the list  be published; 

(e) Should a favourable reoponse be  followed up by 

independent promoters or by allowing the interested 

parties  in both the  industrialized and the developing 

country to get together on their own; 

(f) How can participants from industrialized countries help 

in the  compilation of a mailing  list  (especially in 

identifying the right person  in  each business firm or 

organization) ; 

(g) Can the  experience of developing countries and their 

mailing lists be of help in this approach. 

Information to be included in a project report 

The  success  of both the  portfolio of  project reports and the 

direct-mail advertising would depend on the quality of the project 

report or project  prospectus. 

The project   prospectus  should contain all the necessary 

information to allow the potential investor to make a decision in 

principle as to whether the project warrants further investigation. 

Since the typical reader of the project prospectus will be a 

busy business or banking executive,  the prospectus should be brief, 

clearly written,   and to the point.    It should also be accurate and 

consistent so that  the reader develops confidence in the local 

promoters of the  project. 

Appendix B outlines a minimum list of points which should be 

oovered by projects at an early stage of formulation.     It giveB 

information either on the establishment of preliminary contacts or 

on the listing of  investment opportunities for direct-mail 

circulation, and  it also includes answers to questions on the type 

of technical  know-how and the amount of finance requested from 

foreign sources. 

Appendix B also outlines those points which would reassure 

potential sources of external finance when considering projects 

at an advanced stage of formulation and preparation.    It is 

1 
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recognized that this list is rather idealistic and that the 

information obtained from developing countries on specific projects 

will be classified between well-prepared and partially prepared 

projects.    Participants are asked to consider whether the two 

outlines suggested in  Vppendix B can be useful guides  in the 

development of the project  prospectus to be used during the 

compilation of the central  portfolio of project reports. 

Services required to  implement the approach under 
discussion  in this paper 

The speed and effectiveness of a portfolio of projects 

will  depend on the range of supporting services developed.    Those 

might  include: 

(a) the compilation of a central register of information on 

potential sources of technical know-how and finance in 

industrialized countries} 

(b) assistance in formulating projects for promotion so that 

a more detailed project  prospectus can be prepared} and 

(c) the distribution of brochures describing the  investment 

climate and industrial  infrastructure of developing 

countries for the  benefit of potential   sources of 

technical know-how and finance  in the industrialized 

countries. 

Central register of information on potential sources of technical 
know-how and finance in industrialized countries 

Financial  institutions  in tne industrialized countries who are 

willing to supply finance  for industrial  projects in developing 

countries are relatively easy to identify.    UNIDO  is compiling a 

register on potential  sources of finance which will be  kept up to 

date.     Information on the financing of plant and machinery exports 

by means of export credit  insurance and other schemes  supported by 

the governments of industrialized countries is also well 

documented, although not yet well known in the developing countries. 

A register of potential  sources of technical know-how would 

be more difficult  to compile.     It would have to distinguish between 

(a) firms interested only in supplying plant and machinery, and 

(b) firms interested in financing projects, as well as contributing 

technical know-how and possibly management skills. 
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Suoh a register could do muoh more than just assist in the 

promotion of portfolios of project reports at the request of dev*- 

eloping countries. The main issues are (a) how should the 

register be compiled and (b) who should have access to it. 

A uniform classification of technical know-how would be 

needed, and it should be identical to that used to compile the 

list of world-wide investment opportunities for direct-mail 

circulation. The choices are to use (a) the United Nations 

Standard Industrial Classification of All economic Activities, 

(b) the Standard International Trade Classification (to 

facilitate market research), or (c) some other form of 

classification. 

How can industrialized countries be of assistance in 

compiling such a register? Would a combination of the various, 

sources of technical know-how used by developing countries in 

the construction of plants be of assistance in preparing the 

register? Should the industrialized or the developing countries 

nominate a duly authorized correspondent to help compile this 

central register? 

The existence of a central register of technical know-how 

would be a strong incentive in encouraging developing countries 

to utilize the "portfolio of project reports" and other services 

offered by a central investment promotion service. The compilers 

would therefore have to decide whether or not the national 

investment promotion agencies and the entrepreneurs in developing 

countries should be given free accesa to it.  A separate enquiry 

service may have to be net up to handle such requests. 

Assistance in formulating projects for promotion 

The promotion of individual projects by independent 

investment promoters would be more effective if developing 

countries requesting this service were to compile enough 

information on each project in order to create a detailed project 

prospectus.  The improvement of established national investment 

promotion centres, designed specifically to study and formulate 

projects in developing countries, should be of help in this respect. 

Some specific cases will require assistance in the formulation 

of projects.  Should staff with the required skills and funds to 

finance feasibility studies (where needed) be trained on a larger 

and more flexible scale than is available at present? Should these 
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•ervioeB be linked to the other services offered?    If BO, how? 

"Distribution of brochures describing the investment climate and 
industrial  infrastructure of developing countries 

Adequato information about the investment climate and 

industrial  infrastructure existing in eaoh developing country will 

be very useful to independent  investment promoters  seeking sources 

of technical know-how and finance in the industrialized countries. 

To what extent, therefore,   should the promotional literature 

published by the authorities in each developing country be made a 

prerequisite for the use  of the service?    Would the compilation of 

a central register of information on al1  developing countries be of 

value?    Should such a service be advertised in the  industrialized 

countries?    Should the developing countries be charged for the 

organization and mailing costs of ouch a service? 

Institutional arrangements 

It has been suggested in this paper that a logical development 

of the promotion of industrial investment at the project level in 

developing countries could be the compilation of a portfolio of 

project reports and the development of a range of related supporting 

services. 

Participants at this meeting will become aware of the great 

interest shown by developing countries in the development of these 

services and UNDO's prompt response to their requests.    A. number 

of developing countries,   even at this early stage,   have shown their 

intereat in the portfolio of project reports by preparing projects 

for the consideration of participants from the industrialized 

countries present at this meeting. 

If the suggested approach seems a sensible one,  the obvious 

next question would be:     how should the functions described above 

be organized and financed in the future?    Should they be grouped 

as a central service?    If so, where?    aud how should the rapid 

development of the service be financed?    In the later stages of 

the meeting,  it is hoped that participants will be able to expresa 

preliminary views on these points. 
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A preliminary liet of the oversea» offieaa 
established by the national investment promotion 
machinery of selected developing countries 

North America Europe 

Naw York 

BarbadoB 

Chile 

China 

Greece 

India 

Israel 

Jamaica 

Korea 

Pakistan 

Puerto Rioo 

Singapore 

Trinidad and Tobago 

Cologne 

Greece 

Dusseldorf 

India 

Pakistan 

London 

Hong Kong 

India 

Jamaica 

Malta 

Milan 

China 

Puerto Rioo 

Rotterdam 

China 

Stockholm 

Singapore 

t * 
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Smasmtod outlines for tht 

flM aim of this appendix ia to previe« tve 

•atunes for a project prospectus to be used In the promt isa 

af a portfolio of projects. 

The two outlines represent   two possible extremes.    TlM 

first outline is based on projects at an early sta4*e of formulât it« 

and includes preliminary answers to questions on the type and aits 

of foreign assistance needed.     The second outline   is based on 

advanced projects and present-  * summary of the typical questions 

which might  be asked  by  bankers  or potential   sources of finance. 

The second outline  is far too idealistic, and a project 

prospectus  based on a combination of both the first and the 

second outlines seems  the most  practical  soi ut ion.     i'his will 

frequently  be the case  if the banker  is confident  that the 

management   (local and  foreign)   has been careful to eliminate 

all potential weaknesses in the project's formulation. 

Participants are askedî 

(a) Whether the first and seond outlines ara useful 

(b) To »Ice  suggestions for their improvement} 

(c) Jhether the second outline includes the answers to 

of the questions asked by financing institutions in 

their own  standard outlines of information. 

The continuing success of a project will depend on the «jmmlity 

mf its management. Participants might consider whether the fragest 

prospectus can help assess this vital element, ana if so, nasi tell 

might be done. 

WUM \ 
rsffllFVT INDICATIVE OUTLCTE ""OR A FR0J1CT ATJfl 
MPM JljJMir JTIOTI FOR WHI"? ASSIST/""" *"  r~~~" 
•.1CJE flSCHNIi'M   '-^W-'tQW  ANT) FtNASCF  IH RDQÜligTTD 

(a) Type of   product; v   to   ^  manufactured; 

(b) Proposed  capacity  for   the  plant;   estimated cost; 

(e)     Past and  future growth of home  market,   potential 

export markets; projected sales  in these markets ami 

•hare of markets expected; existing and planned plmata 
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with ih« proJ«ct} 

(•}   PHem at which product ia tela at pwmif Min 

•f »apply J  tariff pro taction |  pro»o««d »«JUng prict f«r 

•«lf«l of n«w plant; 

{•)    Indioat« whether  the  project  has been identified by the 

fov»mi»wnt,   its   investment promotion agency, or the 

pre*iot«r;   is the  project in accord with th»» government's 

plane and  policies?    *hat priority does th« government 

attach to  the project's early   implementation? 

\t)    Wfc© are the looal  promoters of the project?    What  ia 

ihêlr previous business  •»yperience'*    How much capital 

ean they provide   thems«Ives' 

(g)    ftks any  location  been  selected''    ror what   reason»? 

(a}    What  source? of raw materials and other essential 

•upplies are proposed^* 

(I)    Can suitable lon^-term supplica of raw materials,   labour, 

power and  other  industrial  infrastructure  requirments be 

provided? 

(j)    Are th« promoters of the project seeking  information on 

(i)    Potential   suppliers of plant and machinery; 

(ii)     Potential   technical  partners  who would have no 

Management,   responsibility; 

(lit)    Partners who would contribute  both  technical and 

Management  expertise. 

(fe)     Identify  th« industrialized countries which would be 

preferred  by developing countries as  potential  source« 

•f t«*5hnioU  know-how and finance,   for tax or oth«r 

purposes; 

(1)    l«w auch finane« will  foreign source« of know-how and 

finane« expected  to «upply?    What term«, wht<t parcantag* 

•f the total  equity,  what rate  of interest  on loans,  «to. 

o«uld b« offered  to the potential  foreign partner?    Can 

technical  services and royalty  fees also be consid«r«d? 

(•)    Have any foreign fi.ms  been contacted about  the project? 

If «o, who7 

{•)    Jtev« any feasibility studies b««n mad«? 
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7TED OUTLINE FOR THE PROJECT PBOSTIETIE Cf* M 
E¿T AT W hwijcku 

[SSIOTAlfCE IH O gl'ABI CTC 

?!¥»*? outliw 

"he summary out lin« should identify the product te te 

manufactured, the proposed capacity of the plant, the total coat 

of the plant and the total financing requirement« In terms of 

local currency and foreign exchange. It should indicate the amount 

and form of financing requested and whether management and technical 

assistance is also required and welcome. 

The promoters 

What pattern of ownership is propoeed fer the project? Ie 

the local promoters' stake large enough to eneure their continuing 

interest in the project? Are the looal proa»ter« reliable and 

financially responsible? 

Kanagement 

Ts the project assured of competent and expert management? 

What experience does the proposed looal management have? Will 

this be riupplemented by ftreign management ? If »o, at what level? 

Who will provide technical supervision for the construction of 

the plant? 

Government acceptance 

Ts the project basically Bound from the national économie 

point of view0 Ts it in accord with the government's industrial 

plans and policies?  Ihat priority does the government attach te 

its early implementation? Do' J the propoeed venture conform to 

the national laws and regul tions covering investment? Have the 

necessary licences, etc., oeen obtained? 

Commercial soundness 

Is the project commercially sound? Have realistic 

forecasts been made, the strength of possible oompeting fil 

accurately assessed, and the «hare of the expected market oarefully 

estimated? Have realistic selling price« been assumed in relation 

to existing sources of supply and the current selling priée? Is 
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|t*te»U«a fra« feral*» eeayetitieii unr«4?   »*. the mmtimt9á 

pra*lte kN4 e« a raalietic assessment of mll 00«t «i.»»,*, „4 

•f the lml of capacity at which th« plant will operate? 

Are th« construction and enfineerin« plans technically sound? 

I« tha •anufacturin* process chosen appropriât« for th« dim te 

Mi location, and i« it up to dat«?    Haw th« capital coati of 

flan« and Machinery b««n oarefully «atina «d?    Have th« for«oaat 

ajeratin« coat« for th« plant b««n compared with «xiatinf planta 

«f a aiailar sise usin* th« earn process?    If not, ar« they 
ra»liatic? 

rtmrin rirtiTii 
What typ« of oapltal .tracts« 1. propoaad for the enterprise? 

I« it appropriât« for tha typ« of venture contemplated?    Ha« 

«efficient provision b««n made for workinf capital,  particularly in 

tha initial y««r«?    Have d«tail«d financial for«ca«ts b««n preparad 

far tha next  5 to 10 year« on profit and loa« statement« and on 

tha eource and application of fund«?    Do thea« forecasts «how that 

th« loan« requested can be repaid on schedule and th« for«oaat 
dividend policy amintainad? 

tariala and oth«r eu? 

Can a««uranc« be giV9n that auitabla lottf-term supplies «f ran 

•atarials,  labour, power, and oth«r infraatructure requiremsnts 

will ha availabls at th« prie« listed in th« profit projeetioaa? 

liad feasibility studi«. 

Bava any indépendant  atudl«i been made on technology,  ooate, 

k,  or other areas':     If «0, whan and by who«?    What further 
atmdiee are proposed? 

ftraa—d apure«« of  finance 

'¿hat is th« total financin« requirement (a) in local curra—y, 

aaá (h)  in foreign *xchan««?    How la tha total requirement expeoted 

*• •• •***   Wni°h potential sources hare bean approached to data? 
•mat «ma tha rasponee? 
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Introduction 

Among the various functions assigned to UNIDO by the 

United Nations CTeneral  .assembly Resolution 2152 (Til) was that 

of supplying "assistance at the request  of governments of 

developing countries  in obtaining external  financing for 

specific  industrial  projects by giving guidance on the 

preparation of requests,   by providing information on the terms 

and conditions of the  various financing agencies, and by 

advising the financing agencies on the  technical and economic 

soundness of the  projects  submitted for  financing". 

This mandate of the General Assembly gives guidelines for 

determining the scope of the activities and functions of UNIDO 

in the field of promotion of industrial   investment. 

The purpose of this paper is to inform this meeting of 

the  type of activities  that UNIDO is presently engaged in with 

respect  to industrial   investment promotion,  and to raise the 

issues  that  it  faces  in this respect. 

The  participants at  this meeting are  "the consumers" of 

UNITO's  services in the  promotion of industrial   investment. 

It  is needless to add,   therefore,  that any suggestions for 

the  improvement and refinement of these  services will be more 

than welcome. 

Services rendered by UNIDO in the field of industrial 

investment promotion may be divided into  two categories for 

analytical purposes:     (a)   services created for  the benefit of 

developing countries,  and (b)  services designed to supplement 

efforts of promotion  in developed countries. 

DEVELOP.VO HCUNTRIEÍ1 

QWDO assists developing countries in the field of 

Investment promotion: 

(a)     By helping them establish or improve their institution»! 

(fe)     fy helping them train their    eople in techniques of 

investment promotion} 

(e)    ¡jr providing advisors. 
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INSTITUTIOWa 

WIM», activities in the institutional field have bean 

already explained at length in the issue paper pertaining to 

the machinery on investment promotion. They are summarized 
below. 

With respect to existing investment promotion contres 
UNIDO can: 

(a) Evaluate their current performance; 

(b) Suggest changes in their policies; 

(c) Suggest changes in their organizational set-upî 

(d) Suggest improvements in operational procedures. 

The main issue would be whether it is possible to develop 

criteria for evaluating the performance of an investment 

promotion centre, in case there is any relationship between 

the total money outlay and the inflow of external resources. 

That is to say, for each dollar of outlay there is an inflow 

of a certain number of dollars of external investment. 

With respect to the establishment of new investment 

promotion centres UNIDO can help in: 

(a) Determining the need for an investment promotion 

centre and in determining what type of a centre it 

should be; 

(b) Organizing investment promotion centres; 

(c) Operating a newly created investment promotion centre. 

This kind of assistance also raises a number of questions 

whioh may be briefly listed as follows: 

(a) Could new centres be established to serve a group 

of nations? 

(b) What should be their objectives and functions? Is 

it possible to tailor them to suit the economic 

conditions present in each specific country, or 

should they adhere to national objectives? 

(o) What should be the relationship between a national 

government and an investment promotion centre? 

(a) What criteria should be used in devising suitable 

promotional techniques? 
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TRAIWHTQ 

Developing countries do not have enough trained personnel 

in techniques of industrial investment promotion and lack 

adequate facilities for this purpose. 

Being aware of this inadequacy in the resource structure 

of developing countries, UNIDO places great importance on the 

proper training of the citizens of these countries in the 

field of investment promotion. 

This training is carried out through the organization of 

training programmes and workshops. UNIDO and UNITAR organized 

jointly a ten-week training programme on Techniques of 

Investment Promotion in March 1968.  Similarly, in 1966 and 

1967, UNIDO organized workshops on Project Formulation and 

Evaluation for Ceylon, India, and Mexico. 

A series of similar training programmes are being organised 

at the request of developing countries. They involve programmée 

organized on a national and regional bases. 

In this connexion one is faced with the following questions: 

(a) What more can UNIDO do to improve the skills of 

the nationals of developing countries? 

(b) Is the scope of the present training programmes 

adequate? 

(c) Should the training programmes be oriented towards 

lectures or on-the-job training? 

PROVISION OF ADVISORS 

At the request of developing countries, under the 

technical assistance programme, UNIDO provides the services 

of experts in the field of investment promotion. 

The main question is whether it would be more advisable 

to provide the services of these experts under the Operation 

Executive Programme (OPSX) or only as advisors? 

DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

WIDO is assistine developing countries to locate ooapetent 
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•nterpri.e. and supplementary sourc„ of timm ^ 

developed countries. This assistance is rendered thro*«*, 

a; general promotional efforts, and (b) promotion of 
industrial investments at the project level. 

OENEIUL PROMOTioWAL F^ynffT 

in th!V,r POS8Ìble t0 di8CUSS in detail UNITX)'' -«-*«- in the field of industrial information and promotion. 

It may be worthwhile, however, to point out the effort. 

b.ing made to build "Industrial Opportunities Matrix". Thi. 

Programme attempts to assist developing and developed 

countries to obtain adente information on industrial 

opportunities on a world-wide basis. 

Other efforts include the organization of promotional 

tour, by delegates from developing countries in developed 

countries, and the organization of information centres at 
international exhibitions. 

PROMOTION OF INDUSTRIA!, ^^,, AT rm pm^  , ^ 

This kind of assistance has been explained at length in 

the issue paper »Promotion of the transfer of capital and 

technology from the industrialized to +h. ¿. •. , «.naiizea to the developing countri... 
»t the level of the project". 

The sennces rendered under this programme can be .tated 
*• follows: 

(•) Collection of information and material on specific 

industrial projects that will enable prospective 

•ources of financing, and/or investment to arrive 

at a decision concerning their xnterest in specific 
projects. 

(b) I.tablishment of preliminary contacts with the 

.ources of financing and/or investment most likely 

to be interested in the selected specific project.. 

to; Organization of meetings with prospective sources 

of financing and/or investment for the purpose of 

negotiating specific deals, UNIT» may finance mi..ion. 

organized jointly with the country requesting it. 

a..i.tance for th. purpose of negotiating such deal.. 
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1 M**r »f <FM«tiotM aria« U mmunim wi%h tkU 

•M fea èriefly atated «a: 

(a) Mtat kind of information would a© uree e sf fin» nei M 

and/or investment need to arrive at * decision on ft 

particular project? 

(B) Is it advisable for TUTTO  to establish • portfolio 

of project  reports'' 

(e)    Is it advisable for UMIDO  to prepara a roster ®f 

prospecti ve sources of finan^inf,  with infuriati©« 

on their preference on industries and geographical 

areas? 

J! 
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